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Abstract
Worldwide much effort is spent to attempts to substantially decrease the emission of greenhouse
gasses. A large-scale initiative is the EC-sponsored research project AD-700-2. lts objective is the
construction of a modern demonstration power-plant achieving a net efficiency impravement of at
least 5%. This coal-fired power plant operates at fluid conditions of 700 oe at 350 bar, which is
in the super-critical regime.
In part-load, operation is usually sub-critical and flow-boiling occurs. Special ribbed tubes are
employed to induce a strong swirling flow. The geometry resemhls the barrel of a rifle. By centrifugal acceleration liquid is pushed towards the wal! and radial bubble migration is stimulated
which increases the heat-transfer rates and reduces the risk of tube wal! damage.
A numerical program is developed able to simulate sub-critical subcooled flow boiling for threedimensional rifled tube geometries. The near-wall boiling parameters are determined from a
boiling model taken from the literature. This model prediets bubble growth andrelease rates, and
accounts for liquid subcooling and hydrodynamic forces in the near-wall region. The bubble departure and lift-off correlations of the model are modified in the present study in order to account
for the effects of swirling flow.
The effects of forces that are important near the wall, such as the lift-force, are incorporated
through a pragmatic approach. The boiling model is fully integrated in a multi-phase CFD model
(Fluent 6). Turbulent diffusion is modelled as a slip velocity that is part of the relative velocity
that is computed by the CFD model.
The unified model is tested and results are compared with experimental results found in the
literature. The most important trends for subcooled flow boiling are reproduced correctly and as
such the model is considered to be correct in predicting the macroscopie effects of flow boiling
phenomena. Single-phase as wel! as multi-phase flow simulations are carried out for a pipe and
several rifled tubes. Simulations show that enhancing the swirl increases radial bubble migration.

Samenvatting
Wereldwijd worden meer en meer initiatieven opgestart om de schadelijke uitstoot van broeikasgassen substantieel terug te dringen. Een van deze initiatieven is het zogeheten AD-700-2 project
wat mede gesteund wordt door de Europese Commissie. Het AD-700-2 project heeft als belangrijkste speerpunt het ontwerp van een nieuwe generatie kolen gestookte energiecentrale, waarmee
een effectieve rendementsverbetering van meer dan 5 % kan worden behaald. Daartoe wordt naar
een hogere werktemperatuur gegaan, 700 graden Celsius, en bedrijfsvoering zoveel mogelijk in het
superkritische regime.
In zogeheten deel-last wordt echter subkritisch geopereerd, wat koken van een tweefasenmengsel
inhoudt. In de gebruikte verdamperpijp wordt een netto axiale swirl in stand gehouden door rifles
op de wand, een geometrie vergelijkbaar aan de loop van een geweer. Er ontstaat een centripetale
versnelling waardoor bellen van de wand worden verdreven, koken wordt bevorderd en wat droogkoken tegengaat.
Er is een numeriek model opgesteld waarmee de eerste fasen van het kook proces in een dergelijke
drie dimensionale rifled tube gesimuleerd kunnen worden. Het groei-gedrag van een bel, onder
interactie met de stroming van het medium, wordt beschreven door een uitgebreid kook model
afkomstig uit de literatuur. De diameter waarbij de bel loslaat van de wand is in deze studie
aangepast om effecten zoals de centrifugaal krachten veroorzaakt door een roterende stroming
(swirl) te verdisconteren.
Overige krachten, zoals de lift-kracht, die de radiale migratie van de bellen in de buurt van de
wand veroorzaken, zijn op een pragmatische wijze gemplementeerd. Vervolgens is het kook model
volledig gentegreerd in een meer-fasen CD model, ontworpen met behulp van Fluent 6. Turbulente
diffusie is gemodelleerd als ware het een component van de slip snelheid.
Het verenigd model is uitgebreid getest en de resultaten zijn vergeleken met resultaten afkomstig
uit de literatuur. De belangrijkste trends zoals deze optreden bij koken worden op een juiste wijze
gereproduceerd. Tenslotte zijn berekeningen uitgevoerd voor diverse geometrieën, zowel voor een
pijpstroming als voor verschillende rifled geometrieën. Uit de resultaten blijkt dat het een sterke
swirl een positieve invloed heeft op de belmigratie; bellen worden van de wand verdreven en
condenseren in de kern van de pijp. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat met behulp van het ontwikkelde
model de macroscopische effecten van het kook proces correct kunnen worden gesimuleerd.
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Preface
This report gives a brief reflection of my work in conneetion with my graduation project. I started
my study at the Faculty of Mechanica! Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technologyin
1998. The absolute highlight during my period in Eindhoven was organizing a study tour to the
USA in 2002 for Study Association Sirnon Stevin. The study tour had the subtitle: "a study tour
on process intensification" [25]. Process Intensification (PI) especially aims at the replacement of
traditional unit operations by new, more efficient and compact designs. It happens to be that also
my graduation project would be within the scope of Pl.
The actual graduation project encompasses a multi-phase flow problem and is therefore supervised
by dr. Cees van der Geld of Section Process Technology within the Thermo Fluids Engineering
division. The thesis is part of the AD-700-2 project, which is a joint European project invalving more than thirty manufacturers and organizations. The objective is the construction of an
ultra-supercritical demonstration power plant in the year 2008 with a high efficiency of about
55%. Fundamental research on boiling principles and additional rnadeling of flow boiling in helical
shaped boiler pipes (sub-critical, as well as super-critical) is the contri bution from TU je.
The optimization of a helical geometry is a succession of several aspects within the field of process
design; from detailed boiling principles to a pragmatic model development, from implementation
into a CFD package towards numerically testing and optimizing the helix for flow boiling. The
final step, to build a real test rig was not an objective in this thesis. As part of the graduation
project, I was given the chance to officially obtain a certificate from Fluent Inc. for a CFD software training. Special thanks to Antoine Dolzome, the course leader from Fluent Benelux and
the supporting staff at the Fluent helpdesk. The long course of my graduation project has not
always been strewn with roses. The final periode mainly consisted of testing until the pursued
convergence was achieved. After persevering fortunately this was achieved just in time.
First of all, I would like to thank my supervisor dr. Cees van der Geld for guidance and interesting
discussions throughout this work. Special thanks to dr. Hans Kuerten for his advice on numerics
and physics and overall support. The most grateful however, I am for the support and help I got
from my family and so many friends.
Frank van Mierlo, June 2005
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Chapter 1

Introduetion
Currently 37% of the worlds electricity is produced from coal. With increasing concern about
harmful emissions, it is vita! that every possible effort is made to increase thermal efficiency and
improve the environmental performance of coal-based power plants. Various programmes are under way to increase the cycle efficiency of supercritical steam cycles. The research project AD-700
is a joint European project involving more than thirty manufacturers and organizations. lts objective is t he construction of an ult ra-supercritical (p > 220 bar) demonstration power plant in
the year 2008. The power plant wil! be coal-fired, achieving an efficiency of up to 55% with approximately 400 MW and t he steam parameters 700 oe I 350 bar. As compared to a coal-fired
power plant with an efficiency of 35%, this wil! yield a reduction of greenhouse gases of roughly
30%.
In a power plant , power generation cycle efficiency depends primarily on the temperature difference across the steam t urbine which can be increased by using higher steam temperatures. At
such high temperatures, improvements with respect to boiler design are a necessity. Traditionally,
for supercritical steam conditions the boilers tubes are winded spirally. Recently an alternative
approach is developed. A vertical tube arrangement ut ilizes special ribbed tubing to allow low
tube mass fluxes to be used without t he risk of tube overheating. This geometry of a single tube
resembles the barrel of a rifle. The vertical-rifled-tube boiler has the benefit of a low pressure
drop, giving low pump power consumption and improved operability through aso-called positive
flow characteristic.
In part-load, operation is usually sub-critica! and flow boiling occurs. The rifles induce swirling
flow and additional t urbulence near the walls. By the centrifugal acceleration liquid is pushed
towards the wal! and radial bubble migration is stimulated. Some test results from Siemens A.G.
[27] are presented in figure 1.1. The boiling characteristics result in excellent cooling, even at
low flow rates. The nucleate boiling process is limited and overheating is prevented. The boiling
characteristics of a rifled tube can be optimized by changing the rib height or rib spacings. As the
manufacturing costs of a rifled tube are high, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can bring
significant relief to t he design and optimalisation process.
The main goal of the present study is to developed a numerical program that is able to simulate
sub-critica! flow boiling in a rifled t ube geometry under various boiling conditions. With the aid
of this program it should be possible to reproduce the most important trends observed experimentally. After testing and validating the program, the program should fit to optimize a rifled tubes
geometry.
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Figure 1.1: Wal! temperature in smooth and rifled tubes, [27]
The thesis is in continuation of the CFD study by David Costello, who reported on single-phase
flow simulations in rifled tubes [5]. The research in this report specifically deals with two-phase
flow problems. To describe the near-wall boiling phenomena, a boiling model is used that is based
on various empirica! correlations, as collected and summarized by Dhir and coworkers [2]. The advantage of these correlations are that they mimic physics best of all existing correlations. For given
pressure, velocity and heat-flux input-conditions, this boiling-heat-transfer model computes the
nucleation site density, bubble growth, the departure- and lift-off diameters. The model provides
opportunity to determine the vapor generation and describes in detail various kinds of heat-flux
components for sub-cooled flow boiling. The detailed study of Milica Kovacevic into the effects
of flow on bubble detachment, is expected to be complementary to the empirica! correlations that
are used in the boiling model above.
One of the prime features of boiling in a rifled tube is the effect of swirl on bubble detachment.
Since this effect is not accounted for by the standard correlations, t hese correlations are modified
in order to get a more accurate prediction. The obtained stand-alone boiling model is tested and
compared to experimental data on non-swirling pipe flow [24] . After this validation, the boiling
model is further considered as a validated model. There are however several flow parameters
required for this model. For this reason, simulations start with single-phase flow computations.
The single-phaseflow computations of the rifled tube are the basis for further numerical work by
providing essential parameters such as the bulk velocity, bulk temperature and the single-phase
heat-transfer coefficient.
Subsequently a program is developed based on a standard CFD model. This program is able
to simulate multi-phase flows. Various aspects of bubble motion in turbulent flows, such as the
terminal rise velocity and lateral bubble migration are modeled t hrough a relative velocity approach. The above boiling model has next been fully integrated in this multi-phase flow model.
2

This unified model is named the FDM model. It is tested and compared to experimental results
found in the literature. The unified model is adjusted in several ways to allow its application for
helix geometries. The resulting CFD package can be used for the optimization of a rifled tube.
The package is developed from standard CFD modelsas wellas several home-made codes.
Chapter 2 describes in detail the process of subcooled flow boiling and explains the selection of
the CFD multi-phase model that is used throughout the thesis. In chapter 3 the equations of
the standard multi-phase model are summarized. It describes the several extensions made to the
standard model, required to give better results for flow boiling simulations. Finally the applied
bubble diameter model and turbulence modeHing are introduced in this chapter. In Chapter 4 the
phase change models are described. In the first part of this chapter the black-box boiling model
is explained. Subsequently, a condensation model is presented and both phase-change models are
linked to the standard multi-phase model with various souree terms. Section 4.4 describes the
modifications to the standard black-box boiling model such as the implementation of swirl effects.
In section 4.5 various implementation aspects are discussed. Chapter 5 gives a short overview of
the numerical procedures that are used; it also presents the boundary conditions. The results of
the stand-alone boiling model are compared to experimental datainsection 6.1. The unified multiphase model is tested and validated in section 6.2, also using experimental data. The developed
CFD boiling model is used to simulate subcooled flow boiling in a helix geometry. The results of
these simulations are compared to the results of a straight tube simulation. Finally conclusions
are drawn and recommendations are given for future work.
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Chapter 2

Modeling of flow boiling
This chapter begins with an explanation of the process of subcaoled flow boiling. Next the notions that are essential for descrihing a two-phase flow and the well known Chen correlation are
presented. The CFD multi-phase models that are available in Fluent are discussed in section 2.2
and a choice is made. Section 2.3 deals with the most common restraints for CFD multi-phase
flow simulations.

2.1

Subcaoled flow boiling

Flow boiling of a liquid is commonly encountered in the industry, e.g. steam generators in power
plants. Single phase heat transfer to liquid flowing inside a tube occurs as long as the liquid
and wall are both below the liquid saturation temperature. As the wall temperature exceeds the
saturation temperature, boiling can occur, depending on the surface characteristics and operating
conditions. When the bulk liquid is still in the subcaoled region, this is called subcaoled flow
boiling. When the bulk liquid temperature rises above the saturation temperature, boiling starts
in the core region as well, since the liquid has enough energy to overcome the nucleation criterium.
This is a complete other boiling regime called saturated flow boiling. Subcaoled flow boiling is thus
characterized by a high-temperature two-phase region near the heated walland a low-temperature
single-phase liquid away from the heated surface.
Subcaoled flow boiling impraves the heat-transfer-rate considerably over the single-phase value.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustrating important locations and regions of subcaoled flow boiling. Liquid enters the tube (diameter D) at A under subcaoled conditions, and the tube wall
is below the local saturation temperature. In the non-boiling region the bulk fluid temperature
can be obtained by single phase correlations. In the single-phase region, the heat transfer coefficient hz remains almost constant (neglecting property variation with temperature), and the
wall temperature rises linearly and parallel to the bulk liquid temperature. At location B, the
wall temperature reaches the saturation temperature of the liquid. However, nucleation does not
occur immediately, as a certain amount of wall superheat is needed to activate nucleation cavities
existing in the surface of the tube wall.
The first bubbles appear on the wall at location C, which is identified as the Onset of Nucleate
Boiling, or ONB. The wall temperature begins to level off as more nucleation sites are activated
beyond ONB. Further downstream, as more sites are activated, the contribution to heat transfer
from nucleate boiling continues to rise, while the single phase convective contribution diminishes.
The region is called partial boiling region. At E, the convective contribution becomes insignificant
and fully developed boiling, or FDB is established. Subsequently, the wall temperature remains
4
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Figure 2.1: Subcaoled boiling process
almost constant.
The bubbles generated at the wal! immediately following ONB grow slowly due to condensation
occurring at the bubble surface exposed to the subcaoled liquid flow. A thin layer of bubbles
is formed on the wal!. As the bulk liquid temperature increases in the flow direction, the layer
becomes populated with more bubbles, whose size also increases with decreasing subcooling. At
some location, G, the bubbles eventually detach from the wal! and flow toward the liquid core.
Point G is identified as the point of Onset of Significant Void or OSV. Heat transfer subsequent
to OSV can be considered to be in the two-phase region. Some bubbles condense along the way.
The vapor present in the subcaoled flow following OSV is at the saturation temperature, while the
liquid temperature is still below saturation temperature. As heat addition continues downstream,
a saturation condition under thermadynamie equilibrium is reached at H. However, the bubbles
gradually decreased in size due to the increased condensation as they migrated towards the center. Further discussion and details on the heat transfer rates and mechanisms for subcaoled flow
boiling is presented in section 4.1.

2 .1.1

N otions and flow regime

First several terms relevant to multi-phase flows have to be defined. The two-phase flow structure
for a steam generator is defined by a mixture of water (continuous phase) and vapor (disperse
phase). Throughout this report the continuous phase is denoted by subscript l and the dispersed
phase by subscript v. Alternatively, the phases are denoted by subscript k , where k equals 1 or
2. Phase one (k = 1) is assumed to be continuous, while phase two (k = 2) is disperse.
Multi-phase flow can be classified by the following regimes, namely bubbly flow (discrete gaseous
or fluid bubbles in a continuous fluid), droplet flow (discrete fluid draplets in a continuous gas),
slug flow (large bubbles in a continuous fluid) or stratified/free--surface flow (immiscible fluids
separated by a clearly-defined interface). As can beseen from figure 2.1, for the first traject of
subcaoled boiling flow, the flow regime can be identified as bubbly flow.
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2.1.2

Empirica! boiling model

Befare the advent of CFD techniques, boiler rnadeling was mainly carried out by means of highly
simplified, semi-empirica! parameter-fitting models. While the limited range of a rnadeis applicability always has to be kept in mind, one approach has gained popularity due to its comparatively
general validity, namely the Chen correlation. The Chen correlation takes the form:

htotal

= hnb + htc

(2.1)

where htc is the normal forced convective heat transfer coefficient and hnb is the nucleate boiling
heat transfer coefficient, which is given by:

(2.2)
where htz is the Forster-Zuber nucleate boiling coefficient and St is a suppression factor. The
Chen-correlation wil! not be further explained; more details about the calculation procedures of
the empirica! factors htz and St can be found in [13]. The Chen correlation is used further in
section 6.2 to campare it to the results of the CFD simulation; in this way the CFD model quality
can be generally checked.

2.1.3

lmplementation of boiling model into CFD

Modeling of subcaoled flow boiling by empirica! boiling rnadeis (such as the subcaoled flow boiling
model of Dhir et al [2]) without the aid of CFD is expected to be the proper approach when vapor
fractions are low (below 10%), which makes it justifiable to assume that the mixtures mass-density
may be approximated by the liquid mass-density. The homogenous approach is sufficient. As soon
as the local vapor fraction increases (20- 30%), the vapor preserree has a significant effect on the
flow field, such as accelerating the flow field. Also the mass-density of the mixture decreases. The
effect on the bulk flow parameters is only slightly noticeable.
The new approach, presented in this thesis, integrates an empirica! boiling model into a CFD
multi-phase model. Some arguments for this approach:
• Solving two-phase flow is expected to give better results than a homogeneaus approach as
presented above: the effect of void increase downstream the flow channel is accounted for.
• A helical shaped geometry, such as that of a rifled tube, has flow characteristics different to a
pipe. Effects as swirl and other flow deflections caused by the complex geometry necessitates
rnadeling to be based on local flow parameters instead of bulk flow parameters which are
aften used for empirica! boiling models.
• In integrated approach makes it possible to examine the boiling process in detail and to
indicate the most important trends, including the complex distribution effects. This wil!
give more insight and understanding of the crucial parameters.
The implementation of the empirica! boiling model is described in section 4.5.

2.2

CFD multi-phase models

As opposed to the semi-empirica! Chen correlation, CFD aims at solving the (complete or simplified) physical equations that describe a flow phenomenon. The most general form of these
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equations are the single-phase Navier-Stokes equations, encompassing mass, momenturn and energy balances, which can be adapted to a specific problem by additional ciosure laws. The CFD
package of Fluent Inc. has been selected. Version 6.0 is the most advanced version and it meets
all modern CFD demands.
In multi-phase CFD, two main approaches of treating the dispersed phase are identified. Both
approaches compute the flow field of the continuous phase using the Navier-Stokes equations, the
dispersed phases can either be calculated in a Lagrangian manner, consisting of discrete bubbles, or
as semi-continuous phases where all phases are regarcled as interpenetrating continua (Euler-Euler
approach). The Lagrangian approach is not discussed in this report sirree Lagrangian particletracking models suffer from high demands on computational power, especially when dispersed
phase holdups are high. Therefore, in this project the Euler-Euler or multi-fluid approach is implemented which allows for the computation of a two-phase flow field at reasonable computation
time.
In the Euler-Euler approach, the phases are treated mathematically as interpenetrating continua.
Sirree the volume of a phase cannot be occupied by the other phase, the concept of volume fraction
is introduced. The volume fractions etz and av for a control volume can be equal to any value
between 0 and 1, depending on the space occupied by phase land phase v. Conservation equations
for each phase are derived to obtain a set of equations, which have a similar structure for each
phase.

2.2.1

Eulerian and Mixture models

Three different Euler-Euler multi-phase models are available in Fluent: the volume of fluid (VOF)
model, only to be used for slug flows, the Mixture model, and the Eulerian model. The last
mentioned models are both correctfora bubbly flow in which the dispersed-phase volume fraction
exceeds 10%.

The Eulerian Model
The Eulerian model is the most accurate and by far the most complex of the multi-phase models
in Fluent. It solves a set of n momenturn and continuity equations for each phase, whereas a
single pressure is shared by all phases. Coupling is achieved through the pressure and interphase
exchange coefficients descrihing drag etc. Finally all well-known turbulence models are available
and may apply to all phases.

The Mixture Model
The mixture model is a simplified multi-phase model that can be used when the phases move
at different veloeities but assume a local equilibrium over short spatial length scales. The local
equilibrium approximation of the mixture model is based on the assumption that the bubbles are
rapidly accelerated to the terminal velocity; the averaged relative velocity must be reached in a
smal! relaxation time interval. The coupling between both phases should be strong.
The Mixture approach models both phases by solving the momentum, continuity, and energy equations for the mixture and an algebraic expression for the relative velocity. The volume fraction of
the bubble phase is solved from the continuity equation after the relative velocity is calculated. It
is even possible to apply the same drag laws as for an Euler-Euler approach. The mixtures turbulence model is a simplification as well. A detailed explanation of the Mixture model equations
is found in chapter 3.
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2.2.2

Relaxation times

The bubble relaxation time constitutes a charaderistic time scale for changes of the bubble velocity
and is defined as:
1
4 Pvd~
Tv=-----3 f.ll CvRev

(2.3)

where Cv is the drag force coefficient that will be more fully discussed in section 3.2.1, and
Rev = pzdvilzv/ f.ll is the bubble Reynolds number basedon the relative velocity between the liquid
and the bubble phase. The relative velocity Üzv, is defined as the velocity of a secondary phase
relative to the velocity of the primary phase and is further explained in section 3.1.3.
A charaderistic time scale is also defined for velocity changes in the liquid phase. The characteristic time scale for the 'large-scale' motion of the carrier phase is given by: TL,macro = D /Uz.
Here, D is the hydraulic diameter and U the mean axial velocity. In case of a turbulent flow the
charaderistic time scale for the turbulent velocity fluctuations of the liquid phase is: TL,turb = kj E,
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and E its dissipation rate.
A dimensionless criterion to decide if the Mixture model can be used is the Stokes number
St = Tv/Tz, defined as the ratio between the bubble relaxation time Tv and the primary phase
flow charaderistic time scale Tz. The Mixture model is applicable if St < 1, which means that
bubbles follow the flow closely.
Basedon the following parameters, obtained from preparatory multi-phase flows, 1 x w- 5 < dv <
5 x w- 3 , Pv = 0.5, 111 = 1 x 10- 3 , 0.01 < D < 0.05 and 0.5 < Uz < 2.5, the Mixture model may
be used sirree St < 1 is satisfied for the macroscopie as well as the turbulent time scale.

2.3

CFD constraints

In illustration of the multi-phase model selection, several practical examples are summarized:
• Basedon the numerical workof investigators such as [19], [33], [39], [40], [18] it is concluded
that many models for bubble(-induced) turbulence, coalescence and near-wall behavior are
still questionable and that the corresponding physics are not fully understood. It is widely
recognized that the physical models used in numerical investigations, which include the
interphase momenturn exchange and multi-phase turbulence closures, require experimental
data for verification and improvement.
• Many studies compare their numerical predictions with experimental measurement in a qualitative way, whereas only a few quantitative comparisons are made. Although in general
qualitative comparisons are satisfactory, conclusions regarding the validation and reliability
of the numerical prediction are only limited.
• Most models are numerically solved on grids that are much coarser than the flow structures
that one wants to resolve, simply because available computational power is insufficient, e.g.
modeling all turbulence details in the near-wall region. Many details simply cannot be
represented.
• To be able to simulate the complex phenomena of subcaoled flow boiling, including multiphase aspects, turbulence modeling and phase-changes, many interading equations are required. During this study several attempts were made to simulate (adiabatic) test-cases by
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the full Euler-Euler multi-phase model as wel!, which resulted in severe convergence problems. A first criterion for selection must be robustness and good convergence; numerical
reliability must always be guaranteed to be able to apply several boiling models and interpreted results well.
Reviewing the constraints and problems described above, it is recognized that it is not evident
to apply the most extensive multi-phase model in all cases; CFD for multi-phase purposes is far
from producing highly accurate predictions in terms of qualitative results and one easily meets
difficulties.

2.4

Mixture model selection

So why choose the Mixture model above the full Eulerian model?
1. Velocity components for dispersed phases can be calculated from algebraic formulas instead
of full NS equations

2. Significantly less equations to be solved, e.g. for turbulence modeling
3. Possibility to implement interphase exchange terms such as drag, lift, turbulent diffusion,
inter-phaseheat transfer, evaporation and condensation by User Defined Functions (UDF)
4. Good convergence compared to full Eulerian models; robustness not accuracy
5. Conceptually simple and limitations are well understood
The objectives of this present study are first of all to search for trends within subcooled boiling
flow and secondly to deliver a reasonable CFD-model that is suitable for modeling boiling in such
complex and extensive geometries as helical-shaped boilers. If the bubble forces are unknown or
their reliability is questioned, the mixture model indeed is the better choice, since this would only
undo the advantages of the highly accurate Euler-Euler approach. Basedon the criteria above and
the problems as mentioned insection 2.3, the mixture modeling approach is a good alternative for
modeling the subcooled boiling flow. The Mixture approach is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Modeling equations
This chapter describes the two-phase flow model based on the Mixture model approach. Section
3.1 presents the Mixture model equations. Next, in section 3.2, various interfacial forces are
discussed after which the relative velocity is defined in section 3.3. This section also includes the
turbulent dispersion effect. In section 3.4 the mean bubble diameter is discussed and additional
effects such as coalescence are presented. Finally, this chapter ends with a briefdescription of the
applied turbulence model.

3.1

Mixture model

The mixture model uses a single-fluid approach. The mixture model solves the continuity equation for the mixture, the momenturn equation for the mixture based on a mass averaged mixture
velocity and the energy equation for the mixture. The mixture model allows the phases to move
at different velocities, using the concept of relative velocities. Algebraic expressions are used to
describe the relative veloeities and it tracks the volume fraction of each fluid throughout the domain. For turbulent flows, a single set of turbulence transport equations is solved.
The local equilibrium approximation of the mixture model is based on the assumption that the
particles are rapidly accelerated to the terminal velocity. The volume fraction of the bubble
phase is solved from the continuity equation after the relative velocity is calculated. The detailed
derivation of the mixture model is given in· Mannin en et al. [22]. Finally, all cases presented
in chapters 6 and 7 are based on time-independent calculations. Only steady-state solution are
determined. The resulting equations are summarized below.

3.1.1

Mixture density and mass-averaged velocity

In two-phase flow simulations it is common to introduce two specific variables, the mixture density
Pm and the mass-averaged velocity Üm. The mixture density is defined as:
n

Pm

=

L

CtkPk

= azpz + CtvPv

(3.1)

k=l

where ak is the volume fraction of phase k. The sum of the volume fractions must equal the
condition:

az +av = 1
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(3.2)

The mass-averaged velocity Um is defined as:
alplul
DlPl

+ avPvilv

(3.3)

+ O:vPv

In case of a Mixture modeling approach, both variables are used in the flow equations.

3.1.2

Continuity Equations

The multi-phase flow is simulated as being an incompressible, steady and turbulent flow. Also the
fluid material parameters are kept constant; for a first approximation the temperature effects are
neglected. The continuity equation for an individual phase can be formulated as:
(3.4)
represents the transfer of mass (kgjm 3 s) due to phase changes which is further on described
in chapter 4. Because of time-independence, the time dependent term on the l.h.s. is left out; the
same is dorre for all following equations. Sirree conservation of mass must always be satisfied, the
mass transfer terms for both phases must meet the following condition:
SM,k

(3.5)
The continuity equation for the mixture has the same form as for single-phase flow but the singlephase density and velocity are replaced by the mixture density and the center-of-mass velocity,
respectively. This continuity equation can be obtained by summing the continuity equations for
each phase. The continuity equation for the mixture becomes:
(3.6)
As can be seen from Eq. (3.4), first the local volume fraction for the second phase av has to be
determined to be able to close the continuity equations. Therefore an extra continuity equation is
introduced, the so called volume fraction equation, which is presented insection 3.1.6.

3.1.3

Relative Velocity and the Drift Velocity

The relative velocity is defined as the velocity of a secondary phase ( v) relative to the velocity of
the primary phase (Z):

(3.7)
A so-called drift velocity can be introduced for the second phase, being its velocity relative to the
averaged mixture velocity. The drift velocity (udr,v) and the relative velocity (üvl) are connected
by the following expression:

(3.8)
which may obviously be replaced by:

-

Udr,v

= (Uv

-

-)
Ul

+ (-Ul -
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- = - + (- -

Um )

Uvl

Ul -

Um )

(3.9)

The second term on the r.h.s. can be rewritten by using
(3.3):
~

~

Ul - Um

~
= Ul

-

Ci.vPv ~
--Uv Pm

Ci.lPl ~
--Ul
Pm

=

Üm

and

Pm- Ci.lPl ~
Ul Pm

Pm

from equations (3.1) and

Ci.vPv ~
--Uv
Pm

=

Ci.vPv ~
--Uvl
Pm

(3.10)

Finally, the drift velocity from equation (3.9) is expressed in termsof the relative velocity:
~

=

Udr,v

~
Ci.vPv ~
Uvl - --Uvl
Pm

=

Ci.lPl ~
--Uvl
Pm

(3.11)

The conceptsof relative velocity and drift velocity are used in equations (3.13) and (3.16). The
relative velocity is used to implement the phase interaction terms such as drag,- and lift forces,
turbulent ditfusion etc. This is further described in section 3.2.

3.1.4

Momenturn Equation for the Mixture

Once the drift velocity and body forces are known, the momenturn equation for the mixture can
be defined. Pressure differences between the phases (Pv ~ Pl + 2u / Rv) are neglected, common in
the modeling of two-phase flow by the continuous field approach (see Fluent manual, [16]). Thus,
both phases share the same pressure field:

Pl = Pv = Pm

(3.12)

The momenturn equation for the mixture can be obtained by summing the individual momenturn
equations for all phases. According to the Fluent manual [16], the mixtures momenturn equation
for time-independent calculations is defined as:

(3.13)
where n is the number of phases, and

f.lm

is the viscosity of the mixture:
n
f.lm

=

LCi.kf.lk

(3.14)

k=l

The drift-velocity term is included in Eq. (3.13) to take into account the effects of bubble motion,
which is calculated from a relative velocity, as described in section 3.3.

3.1.5

Energy Equation for the Mixture

The energy equation for the mixture [16] takes the following form:
n
L

k=l

n
(akpkEk)

+V·

L

(akük(PkEk

+ p)) =V· ("'eftVT) +SE

(3.15)

k=l

where "'eff is the effective conductivity ("' + "'t), where "'t is the turbulent thermal conductivity.
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (3.15) represents energy transfer due to conduction. Fora compressible phase Ek = Hk- pj Pk + u%/2 and for an incompressible phase Ek = Hk,
where Hk is the specific enthalpy [kJjkg] for phase k.
The heat souree term SE has the dirneusion [W/m3 ] and is linked to the energy souree terros that
appear during phase changes by evaporation and condensation, which is presented in chapter 4.
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3.1.6

Volume Fraction Equation for the Secondary Phases

The relative velocity is used to calculate the volume fraction of the dispersed phase by inserting
it in the continuity equation. From the continuity equation for the secondary phase, the volume
fraction equation for phase v can be obtained:

(3.16)
The drift velocity Üdr,v is related to the relative velocity, as was derived in Eq. (3.11). The
relative velocity results from a local force balans between the liquid phase and vapor phase. This
is described in the next section.

3. 2

Interfacial forces

To be able to describe the relative motion of bubbles in a vertical up-flow, several interfacial forces
have to be investigated. Sirree it is impossible to simulate in detail the flow field around each
bubble (even with modern DNS codes), an empirical approach is applied. First of all it has to
be mentioned that a distinction is made between 1. the forces acting on bubbles that are still
attached to the walls, and 2. the forces acting on the bubbles that are already released and moving
through the continuous flow field.

1. The bubble detachment and bubble lift-off diameters arebasedon a near-wall force balans:
hydrodynamic forces attempt to detach the bubble from the surface and surface tension
and the liquid inertia force act to prevent detachment (see section 4.4.4). Sirree the grid is
considerably coarse in the near-wall-region, resulting in only a first approximation of the flow
and boiling effects, it is difficult to simulate those forces. In this region a different approach
is applied, which is based on two empirical correlations: one for the departure diameter and
one for the lift-off diameter, as is presented in section 4.4.4. Up to there, no distinction is
made between the different forces.

2. In the core region a different approach is applied. Several forces such as drag-, buoyancyand lift forces are distinguished and each force is modeled with the aid of a correlation. In
time-independent simulations, forces such as the added mass force are neglected. The added
mass force represents the force required to accelerate the apparent mass of the surrounding
continuous phase. A bubble is thought to reach a stable relative velocity in a small time
period as St < 1. The remairring core-region forces are presented in the following sections.

3.2.1

Drag force

The drag force represents a resistance that the bubble experiences due to the preserree of the
continuous phase when moving with a relative velocity Üvl· The common concept to quantify the
drag force is to relate it toa non-dimensional drag coefficient Cn:
-

Fdrag

1
-2
= Cn2,PlAvuvl

(3.17)

A is the projected cross sectional area of the bubble normal to the flow direction. The drag
coefficient is a function of the partiele Reynolds number. This is the Reynolds number based on
the equivalent bubble diameter dv and on the magnitude of the relative velocity:

(3.18)
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A reasonably good approximation for the drag coeffi.cient of spherical bubbles at low Reynolds is
the correlation of Schiller and Naumann (default in Fluent [16]):

24
24
Cn = -R !drag = -R (1
ev
ev

+ 0.15Re

0.687

)

Rev:::; 1000

(3.19)

In the range 1000 < Rev < 3 · 10 5 the drag coefficient approaches a nearly constant value of
Cn ~ 0.44. This is known as inertial regime or Newton's regime.

3.2.2

Buayancy farces

The buoyancy force can be defined as:
(3.20)
where Vv represents the bubble volume and

a is the local acceleration term, represented by:

- - (a=gUm· n)V
Um

(3.21)

where § is the gravitational acceleration and the second term on the r.h.s. is the convective
acceleration term; it is associated with spatial gradients of velocity in the flow field, such as
swirl. When writing this term in cilinder coordinates and leaving out subscript m, the centrifugal
acceleration term u~/r appears:

{( U- · n)-}
V
U

ue8ur
u~
ar + -:;:
ae + Uz Dur
az - -:;:

Dur
=

Ur

(3.22)

Fora helix geometry the full convective acceleration term is implemented in cartesian coordinates.
The buoyancy force due to centrifugal field is defined as apparent gravitation, or lateral apparent
buoyancy force. The additional centrifugal field affects bubble migration: the mass density difference causes the lighter bubbles to migrate towards the center of the channel, while the heavier
liquid swings towards the walls. Lateral bubble migration (e.g. caused by swirling flow) is an
advantage in boiling flows, since boiling is stimulated and the near wall region is prevented from
overheating. Higher heat-transfer-rates can be achieved; bubbles are transported more easily into
the bulk flow region, where they release their thermal energy. Additionally, a swirling flow also
affects the bubble lift-off diameter which will be explained in section 4.4.5.

3.2.3

Lateral farces

In advance of results described in chapter 6, it is remarked that in absence of astrong mechanism
that is pushing bubbles away from the walls, for non-swirling flows the local void fraction peaks
in the near-wall-cells which gives unrealistic results compared to experimental data from Lee et
al. [21]. On the contrary, their results show a tendency of bubbles moving away from the wall.

lnertia force
A reasonable explanation of the tendency to move away from the wall could be based on an effect
comparable to the inertia effect. As a bubble is still attached to the wall and growing fast, it
pushes the surrounding liquid in its grow-direction. By its inertia forces, the moving liquid and
the growing bubble keep moving in the direction of the bubbles growth, even if the bubble has
lifted off from the surface; see Van der Geld [7].
Lift force
Lateral bubble migration is also affected by hydrodynamic lift forces. These lift forces act on
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bubbles mainly due to velocity gradients in the undisturbed continuous phase flow field and are
modeled by a first order approximation of both the vorticity of the liquid and the relative velocity
between liquid and bubble phase. From [16] the lift force can be calculated by:
(3.23)
where CL is the lift force coefficient. As described by Winterle and Laurien [38], the lift force
can act in two directions depending on CL which can have a positive or negative value depending
on the bubble diameter. The change in migration direction was observed by Tomiyama [32] for a
bubble diameter of approximately 5 mm.
According to Eq. (3.23), small bubbles have a positive lift coefficient resulting in a lift force that
directs bubbles towards the wall. This force pushes the bubbles towards the lower velocity. Large
bubbles though (dv > 5mm) are driven towards the bulk fluid; then CL is negative. While the
bubble diameter grows, the interphase mobility defines whether or not CL becomes negative. The
mobility is related to the bubbles relative velocity and the so-called Marangoni effect (by preserree
of surfactants) [8]. Tomiyama and Tamai [32] found that a slight departure from spherical bubble
shape results in large deviations for CL, compared to the CL for a spherical bubble.
The positive lift force contribution causes problems; many bubbles are formed near the wall and
the lift component will increase local void fraction to an unrealistic peak value (e.g. av > 0.5).
Such a peak value causes numerical instahilities sirree a thick vapor layer acts as an insulator
causing the wall temperature to rise significantly. But when more bubble are formed and void
fraction increases, bubble coalescence occurs. The larger bubbles eventually move towards the
bulk region by the negative lift force.

Normal-to-wall velocity
To include the contributions as described above, a pragmatic approach is applied which is expected
to adequately describe the major trends. Aso-called "normal-to-wall velocity" is introduced that
pushes bubbles away from the wall as soon as a defined void fraction limit (e.g. av = 0.3) is
reached. At such high void fractions strong coalescence of bubbles occurs (observed by Lee et al.
[21]) and large bubbles are formed. Those bubbles start moving away from the wall by the negative
lift force. From there diffusion effects or centrifugal effects take over the lateral movement. The
"normal-to-wall velocity" is modeled as an ad-hoc extra relative velocity:
_
C
( Ctv - Ctmax ) Uv[,w-- w
Lw
n

(3.24)

where Cw is a tunable model constant, Ctmax is the void fraction limit usually set to 0.3, Lw the
normal wall distance and represents the wall normal vector. Üvz,w is an important component
of the total relative velocity, Eq. (3.29), presented in section 3.3.

n

The approach of Laurien et al. [20] is slightly different. They only take the negative lift force
coefficient into account: the lateral forçes that push bubbles away from the wall are accounted for
by the use of Eq. (3.23). Although this metbod gives reasonably good results, it is not applied
in this thesis. The main reason for using Eq. (3.24) instead, is that the relative velocity is only
roughly approximated: as coalescence is not implemented (see section 3.4 and the exact bubble
diameters and bubble shapes in the near-wall region are unknown, a pragmatic approach such as
the use of Eq. (3.24) can be justified.
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3.2.4

Thrbulent dispersion

Experiments from Lee et al. [21] clearly show that bubbles migrate from the wal! towards the
cilinder core region. This bubble movementinto the continuous phase can further be explained by
the vapor diffusion effect caused by interaction between turbulence eddies and the bubbles which
is called the turbulent dispersion effect. Turbulent dispersion is expected to depend on the local
void fraction gradient as wel! as on the velocity fluctuations represented by the turbulent viscosity.
An extra term is introducedon the Lh.s. of the volume fraction equation for the secondary phase:
(3.25)
In this equation CrD is the turbulent dispersion coefficient; an adjustable constant to tune the
contribution of turbulent dispersion in order to match experimental results. From Eq. (3.25) it is
noticed that the turbulent dispersion effect yields a drift-velocity:
~

UTD,dr

=

CrD/-lt
----\lav.
O:vPv

Eq. (3.11) shows that a drift-velocity has to be multiplied by factor
formulation in terms of a relative velocity:
~

Uvl TD
'

Pm CrD/-ltn
= -- - - - VO:v.
O:lPl

(3.26)
Pm/(avPv)

in order to get a

(3.27)

O:vPv

The turbulent dispersion effect is implemented in the Fluent mixture-model-code by a UDF
through an extra contribution to the relative velocity component, which is described in section
3.3.

3.3

Relative velocity

Fluent's mixture model uses an algebraic formulation for the relative velocity to close the momentum and volume fraction equations. The basic assumption is that to prescribe an algebraic
relation for the relative velocity, a local equilibrium between the phases should be reached over
short spatial length scale. When only taking into account the drag force balancing the buoyancy
forces from section 3.2.2 (gravitational and centrifugal), the form of the relative velocity is given
by:
(3.28)
In addition, the mixture model is now customized to create a formulation other than the simplified
algebraic formulation for the relative velocity. Obviously the components such as drag,- and
buoyancy forces still serve; additionally the turbulent diffusion and wal! effects are implemented
to take into account the radial distri bution of void. Finally the complete algebraic formulation for
the relative velocity Üvl,total can be presented as:
Uvl,total

=

Uvl,drag

+ Uvl,TD + Uvl,w

(3.29)

The relative velocity components Üvl,TD and Üvl,w are obtained from Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.24)
respectively. The approach presented above is linked to Fluent by a UDF to the sercalled slip
velocity option. The UDF is inserted in the additional Appendix.
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3.4

Bubble diameter and coalescence

Experimental observations by Lee et al. [21] and Gopinath et al. [11] clearly showed a preserree
of large bubble sizes away from the heated walls. The vapor bubbles, relatively small when detached from the heated surface, were seen to increase in size due to bubble coalescence. These
variations in bubble size and shape substantially affect the bubble transport phenomena due to
the differences in drag force and other bubble interaction mechanisms. For simplicity, many other
numerical simulations resort toa single-bubble-model with aso-called mean bubble size (e.g. Pan
et al. [26]). Such an approach is plausible in many adiabatic bubbly flows because bubblebubble
interactions are weak and the bubble sizes are narrowly distributed. However, in subcooled-boiling
flow, bubble-bubble interactions result in widely distributed bubble sizes that may be substantially different from the mean-bubble size assumption; obviously, not modeling the interaction and
coalescence effects has a significant effect on the qualitative results of the simulation.
While several authors have extensively reported on bubble size models which account for coalescence (e.g. [14]) this effect is neglected here for the sake of simplicity. Modeling such a complex
effect goes way beyond the scope of this work. Winterle et al. [20] disregarded the details of
coalescence and used a simplified model instead, that relates the bubble diameter to the local
vapor fraction through an empirical correlation for the bubble number density, which is in turn
related to <Yv· For vapor fractions above e.g. 0.025, their number density becomes constant (e.g.
7
nb = 1 x 10 [1 / m 3 ]). A similar approach is used in this thesis, only the bubble number density
is kept constant for the complete range of vapor fractions.
There are still two major aspects remaining, concerning the bubble diameter: firstly, bubble
condensation increases as bubbles migrate further towards the subcooled core flow resulting in
decreasing bubble diameter, and secondly turbulent eddies try to break-up the larger bubbles.
Details about the condensation process are found in section 4.2.

3.4.1

Eddy-break-up model

One of the most used modelsis the Eddy Break-Up model of Calderbank [3]. The basic assumption
of this model is that, at a certain bubble size, the disruptive forces (by turbulence) are balanced
by stahilizing forces (the surface tension forces). Due to surface instahilities at the interface, a
bubble can break apart. Calderbank found that the maximum bubble diameter in a turbulent
flow can be expressed as:

dv,max

=

1.4

X

(J)
( Pl

0.6

1
E0.4

(3.30)

So, this break-up model relates the turbulent dissipation term to a maximum diameter, and
therefore it can be used to give a first approximation of the maximum bubble diameter.

3.4.2

Condensation effect

The vapor phase is assumed to be at saturation temperature, even when it is in contact with
surrounding subcooled water. However, when more energy is transferred to the subcooled liquid,
the condensation process starts. Detailed modeling of the condensation process is presented in
chapter 4, section 4.2. Bubble condensation reduces the bubbles volume while the bubble number
density in a cell remains constant until a critical minimum bubble diameter is reached; below
dv,min a condensing bubble completely disappears. If the cells vapor fraction and bubble number
density nb are known, the bubble diameter can be obtained from:
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(3.31)
The determination of the unknown constant parameter

3.4.3

nb

is presented in the next section.

Bubble diameter modeling

Without taking bubble coalescence into account, the modeling of the mean bubble diameter can
be summarized as follows:
• Many smal! bubbles are generated at the heated walls where they lift off from the surface.
A detailed description of the boiling process and the resulting bubble lift off diameter can
be found in chapter 4. Bubble-merging is presented in Appendix B.5.
• As the number of bubbles increases (void fraction increases), many of these bubbles collide
and sooner or later coalescence occurs. This is expected to happen often in the first cel!
region. The implemented boiling model of Dhir and coworkers (see chapter 4) only provides
us with the total energy of evaporation; this model does not calculate the mean bubble
diameter for the wall-adjacent cells.
• By approximating the maximum bubble diameter by Eq. (3.30), the bubble diameter immediately gains a value that is much higher than the bubble lift-off diameter. This step-change
somehow simulates the near-wall coalescence effect.
• A maximum near-wall vapor fraction is introduced, as mentioned in section 3.2.3. av,max is
determined from Eq. (3.30) and may have different values depending on the local turbulence
characteristics. In this thesis the maximum bubble diameter, once calculated from a nearwall cel!, is assumed to be constant throughout the domain. When both dv,max and av,max
are inserted in Eq. (3.31), the approximate value of the bubble number density in the
near-wall cel! is found.
• As collisions and coalescence are not modeled, the bubble number density must be constant
throughout the domain; nb becomes an input variable, based on the flow charaderistics like
the turbulence intensity.
• When bubbles condensate, av decreases; the bubble diameter decreases until
reached. For lower vapor fractions a constant bubble diameter dv,min is applied.

dv,min

is

The effect of nb is presented in chapter 6. Also other effects such as the decrease of the bubble
diameter due to condensation are presented there.

3.5

'I'urbulence rnadeling

Turbulent flows are characterized by fluctuating velocity fields. Fluctuations mix transported roomenturn and energy quantities and cause them to fluctuate as wel!. Compared to single-phase
turbulence, the aspects of multi-phase turbulence are still poorly understood and based on simplified assumptions and on a lirriited amount of experimental data. Highly recommended is the
workof Kallio, Manninen and Taivassalo [34], descrihing the implementation of various turbulence
effects for a mixture multi-phase model.
The mixture turbulence model is the default option related to the mixture multi-phase model,
representing a first extension of the single-phase k- E model: the mixture veloeities and properties such as Pm and /km are used instead of single-phase values. This approach is expected to be
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sufficient to capture the most important features of the turbulent flow (since the bubbles are less
dense than the liquid). The effects of turbulence appear in the mixture momenturn equation as
part of a stress term. The standard mixture turbulence model is explained in detail in Appendix
A.l.

Further, the standard wall function is applied. For swirling flows the mixture turbulence model is
modified, which is described in section 3.5.2. Another correction is applied in order to account for
bubble induced turbulence which is presented insection 3.5.3. Insection 3.2.4 turbulent dispersion
was already introduced.

3.5.1

Standard wall function

The implementation of k-E turbulence model requires a special attention in the vicinity of a solid
wall. Physically, the flow near the no-slip boundaries is different than the free stream flow. Viscous
effects dominate in the near-wall region. Because of this difference in the flow structure a treatment is needed along with the k-E turbulence model. A robust, and reasonably accurate approach
to resolve the near-wall turbulence is the so-called wall function which uses a log-law to model the
viscosity-affected near-wall region (sublayer).
The distance from the wall at the wall-adjacent cells must be determined by consiclering the range
over which the log-law is valid. The distance is measured in the non-dimensional wall unit, y+
(also called "local Reynolds number"). One important rule has to be taken into account: each
wall-adjacent cells centroid should be located within the log-law layer, indicated by y+ r::; 30-300.
An y+ value close to the lower bound (y+ r::; 30) is most desirable. More info about this wall
function approach can be found in Appendix (A.2).

3.5.2

Swirling flow

The disadvantage of the Boussinesq hypothesis is that it assumes J..lt to be an isotropie quantity
(with invariance towards all directions for the microstructure). In many cases this performs very
well, however it is noted that in general, the standard k- E model gives highly diffusive results for
swirling flow problems ([41]). Thesecond-order Reynolds stress turbulence model (RSM), offering
the anisotropic eddy viscosity concept, provides more possibilities for the modeling of swirling
flows. In the present study, the RSM is therefore used for predicting the swirling flows (see Pluent
Manual [16]). Compared to the default mixture turbulence model in Appendix A.1, the constants
of the default model are slightly modified and a new constant is introduced, the swirl factor:
CM

3.5.3

= 0.0845,

Cswirl

= 0.07

(3.32)

Effective viscosity

Although the turbulent viscosity for the mixture is used, the k- E model does not properly account
for bubble induced turbulence. Like the fluids mass density, the viscosity is also corrected in order
to account for the effects of the volume fraction. Both Pm and J..lm directly affect the turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate, as can be seen from Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.6). The effect
on turbulence can be expanded by defining additional fluctuational veloeities due to the bubble
presence. The higher the vapor concentration is, the more the turbulent behavior of the mixture
is affected by the preserree of bubbles. Turbulence can be either damped or increased because of
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bubbles.
Elgobashi and Abou Arab [9] found a damping effect on turbulence when bubbles are smaller than
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the so called Kolmogorov length scale lK = (v 3 /c) . This can be explained by the added mass
(mass of the bubble itself plus that of the surrounding liquid) of the bubbles which are permanently
accelerated or decelerated in the fiuctuating turbulent velocity field. This results in an additional
turbulent dissipation Ev due to the bubbles, reducing the turbulent viscosity. According to Eq.
(A.4) the velocity fiuctuations indeed decrease.
Larger bubbles are virtually unaffected by the small turbulent eddies. Sato and Sekoguchi [30]
assumed that additional turbulent kinetic energy is induced by the bubbles, e.g. turbulence is amplified when the bubbles are considerably larger than the Kolmogorov length. This contribution
may be explained by the displacement of liquid by rising or displacing bubbles, which can be called
pseudo-turbulence. The major part of the turbulent energy production is due to non-stationary
wake-vortices, bubble deformations and bubble-bubble interactions, causing bubbles to oscillate
and leading to complicated motion.
Since the bubble diameters for the tests described in this report are mainly larger than 1 mm,
always fulfilling.dv > lK, the approach of Sato is thought to be reasonable. The effective viscosity
is found as the sum of the laminar viscosity p,z (negligible) and the two-phase turbulent viscosity
!1t· Following Bertodano [6], the two-phase turbulent viscosity is a superposition of a viscosity due
to the Reynolds stress (shear-induced) plus a bubble induced part. The total effective viscosity
can now be written as:
(3.33)
in which the first term on the right-hand side represents the normal shear-induced turbulent
viscosity and the second term represents the bubble-induced turbulent viscosity. The kinetic
energy (kz) and turbulent dissipation ( Ez) are determined from the k- Emodel as described above.
According to Bertodano, the constant c/L,V = 0.69. Due to the increased turbulent viscosity, the
velocity fiuctuations rise, as is seen from the Reynolds stresses in Eq. A.4. The new effective
viscosity is implemented by a UDF.
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Chapter 4

Phase change modeling
In this chapter the rnadeling of phase-change is presented. As was indicated in the introduction,
in subcaoled flow boiling both processes of evaporation and condensation occur. In section 4.1
the model used to simulate the complexprocessof evaporation is discussed. Section 4.2 describes
the vapor condensation model. The output of both phase change models is linked to the CFD
multi-phase model by mass- and energy souree terms, as described in section 4.3. Section 4.4
describes several modifications made to the standard Dhir model. In section 4.4.4 the empirica!
correlations for the bubble-detachement and lift-off diameters are explained. The typical effect of
swirling flow on the bubble detachment diameter is presented in section 4.4.5. The chapter ends
with a discussion about the model implementation: some fundamental modifications are required
to legitimately apply the Dhir boiling model in a CFD simulation for rifled tubes. The near-wall
boiling model is evaluated by camparing it to experimental data, which is included in chapter 6.

4.1

Evaporation

Although many models are available descrihing e.g. the processes of nucleation site density, bubble
detachment or release frequency, a complete theoretica! model to predict the boiling heat fluxes
as a function of heater surface superheat as a whole has not yet been developed. Boiling involves
many complex phenomena and a lot of researchworkis still needed befare reaching a satisfactory
understanding of the process and all physical mechanisms which control the strong increase of
heat flux during the nucleate boiling.
In this context a mechanistic model is recently developed by Basu, Warrier and Dhir [2]. This
extensive model adequately describes in detail most of the mechanisms that occur through both
the available theoretica! models and some essential correlations based on subcaoled flow boiling
experiments. This model is assumed to be a black box model and it is called the Dhir-model
from now on. Only an overal description of the basic principles is presented in the next sections.
Detailed information about all boiling model equations is included in Appendix B.

4.1.1

Basicprinciplesof the Dhir model

The basicsof subcaoled flow boiling are already discussed in the introduction. For ciarity's sake,
the boiling process is once again presented in figure 4.1. In this figure the flow direction, as
well as the locations of ONB and OSV are clearly indicated. The determination of the ONB
location is described in Appendix B.2. For each region different boiling mechanisms occur and
therefore different correlations for the heat transfer mechanisms are defined which are explained
underneath. Energy transfer is indicated as Qi and the accompanying heat fluxes are written
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as qi. The mechanism under investigation is indicated by subscript i. Energy and heat flux are
related by q = Q/Ah, where Ah is the heater surface area.

osv ··································· ..
Bubble sliding
along the surface

ONB

rrrr

Subcooled liquid

Figure 4.1: Heat transfer mechanisms

Region upstream ONB
Upstream of ONB, heat is transferred from the wall to the bulk liquid by single-phase forced
convection, which can be modeled by standard heat transfer correlations. No bubbles are formed
at the heated walls.
Region between ONB and OSV
Downstream ONB bubbles are formed at the superheat wall. As the wall superheat or heat flux
is increased, the number density of sites that become active increases. Nucleation typically takes
place on a cavity. The distribution of cavities of different sizes and shapes strongly depends on the
surface roughness. Details on the correlation for the nucleation site density (Na) are presented in
section 4.4.1.
In the region upstream of OSV and downstreamof ONB, bubbles remain attached to the surface.
Energy transfer from the wall by single-phase for·ced convection Qfc, occurs in the regions that
are not occupied by bubbles and results in heating of the liquid. Sirree the attached bubbles are
partially located in the subcaoled liquid, condensation Qc, occurs at the bubble-top. When condensation balances evaporation, the bubbles do not grow in size and they remain attached to the
wall, providing an alternate route for heat transfer from the wall to the liquid.
The preserree of bubbles on the surface enhances forced convection by increasing the surface
roughness. The entire wall heat flux is defined by enhanced forced convection to the liquid:

(4.1)
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where respect ively Tw is the wall temperature, T1 the liquid temperature and htc) is t he enhanced
forced convection heat transfer coefficient. htc is obt ained from t he single phase heat transfer coefficient, multiplied by an enhancement factor (which standard value is 1.3). Further information
on the enhancement factor is found in section 4.4.3.

Region downstream of OSV

Further downstream, with decreasein liquid subcooling, the bubbles grow in size and lift off from
the heating surface; the OSV location is reached. Determination of the OSV location is described
in section B.3.
Under flow boiling conditions, bubbles typically slide before they lift off. The diameter at which
the bubble departs from its site of origin and begins to slide along the heater surface is called the
departure diameter (dd), while the diameter at which the bubble lifts off from the heater surface
is called t he lift off diameter (d1). For vertical flow boiling, the departure and lift-off diameters
result from a force balance in respectively vertical and lateral direction. Based on experimental
data for vertical flow boiling, Dhir and co-workers developed an empirica! approach that takes
into account both the hydrodynamic forces as well as t hermodynamic effects. More information
on t he correlations for dd and d1 is found in section 4.4.4. The delicate effect of swirl on d1 is
implemented in section 4.4.5.

~rG·
Q,c

Growth

Sliding

Lift-off

Figure 4.2: Sliding and lift-off
The various heat transfer mechanisms that come into play in t he region of det ached bubbles are
shown fig. (4.2) . When a bubble slides, or lifts off, the boundary layer gets disrupted and cold
liquid comes in contact with the heated wall, which results in surface quenching: fresh and colder
liquids comes into contact with t he heated surface. The mechanism of surface quenching is called
transient conduction (Qtc )· Quenching increases the total wall heat flux drastically.
Single-phase flow convective heat transfer Qfc, prevails at the fraction of the wall area that is
unaffected by the presence of bubbles. When the boundary layer is re-established and as long
as no new bubble nucleation has occurred, t his mechanism takes over from transient conduction.
The distinction is described in Appendix B.5. The evaporative component, Q ev is given by the
energy carried away by the bubble lifting off from the surface and is the energy of vaporization
required to produce a bubble of size d1•

Sliding and merging

With the increase in t he number density of bubbles further downstream , bubbles can begin merging without sliding, while growing at their site of origin. The reduction factor Rt represents the
ratio of the actual number of bubbles lifting off per unit area to the active nucleation sites per unit
area. Obviously this reduction factor decreases significantly if the bubble sliding velocity rises and
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more bubbles start to merge.
The combination of bubble departure, sliding, merging and bubble lift-offis indicated by figure
4.3. In this figure, sis the bubble spacing which is considered to be equal to 1/VJi[; (from Basu
[1]). Horizontally, three nucleation sites are shown, each going through a different bubble growth
stage. Vertically, the time is plotted. As a bubbles departs from its site, it slides and eventually
merges with the bubble that is still attached to the second site. This proces repeats itself and
eventually, sliding a total distance l, the bubble lifts off as it has reached d1.
The bubble growth time te is the time taken for a bubble to grow from its initia! size to its
departure size dd. The waiting time tw corresponds to the time it takes for the thermal layer to
redevelop to allow nucleation of a bubble. A detached bubble completely removes the thermal
boundary layer. Basu and Dhir [2] developed a correlation for the bubble growth and waiting
times. The correlations and results can be found in Appendix B.4. Once te and tw are known,
the bubble release rate fis calculated using the following relationship f = 1/ (te + tw ).
o,
Time period between
departures of a
bubble from a site
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'
'
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Figure 4.3: Sliding and merging
The total sliding distance l , as wellas te , tw and f are used todetermine the heat flux components
that were presented in section 4.1.1. A detailed discussion on the sliding and merging phenomena
is included in Appendix B.5.

4 .1.2

Boiling m ode l output

The fundamental idea of the Dhir-model is that the wall energy Qw, is first transferred to the
superheated liquid layer; subsequently one part of this energy is transferred from the superheated
layer to bubbles by evaporation and the other part to the bulk liquid. Condensation on top occurs
as long as the bubbles are attached to the heater surface. The total energy input to a bubble from
superheated liquid layer is equal to (Qev + Qc), while the rest of the energy from the superheated
layer goes towards heating of the bulk liquid, Qbulk· Condensation is just an alternate path for
heat transfer to the liquid. So the total energy applied at the wall equals to (Qtc + Q 1c), which
in turn equals (Ql + Qev ), with (Ql = Qbulk + Qc)· The energy transfer in the post OSV region
is then expressed as:
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(4.2)
Finally, the equations for Qfc, Qtc and Qev are complicated and depend considerably on t he extent
of bubble- sliding or merging. These phenomena are described in the next section. The complete
equations for each energy component are summed in Appendix B.5.

4.2

Condensation

The vapor bubbles are generated near the walls and then transported into the flow. The temperature of the vapor phase is at saturation temperature Tsat depending on the local static pressure.
As the surrounding liquid temperature is sufficiently below the bubbles saturation temperature,
the bubbles condense. The temperature difference leadstoa heat transfer, which is balanced with
an interfacial mass transfer. When assuming spherical bubbles with diameter dv, t he heat transfer
between the vapor phase and its surrounding is computed in the following way.
The heat transfer coefficient f3v of a bubble in motion with a relative velocity to the surrounding
liquid is defined as:
f3v-- "'LNUv
dv

(4.3)

where Nuv is calculated from a Ranz-Marshall correlation [28] predicting the convective heat
transfer:
(4.4)
In this correlation Pr1 is the liquids Prantl number and Rev the bubble Reynolds number:

(4.5)
According to Laurien et al. [20], the condensation rate (inter-phase energy transfer, Wjm 3 ) is
calculated from:

(4.6)
The constant Cc is the fraction of vapor faces subject to heat transfer with the liquid. Cc has a
default value of 0.5 [16]. Condensation is this form is not applied fo r the wall-adjacent cells; partial
condensation of bubbles that are still attached to the superheat wal! is implemented through a
correction term in the correlation for the bubble lift-of diameter, which is described in section
4.4.4. The condensation rate SE ,c is directly linked to the energy souree term in Eq. (3.15) as is
presented in the next section.

4.3

Energy and mass sourees

As was presented inSection 4.1.1, the Dhir model providesus with several heat-flux components.
The evaporative component Qev is used to get the evaporative souree term SE ,ev by multiplying
it by the cell-wall-face-area, Acw, and by dividing it by the wall-cells volume VcelZ:
Acw

SE,ev

= Q ev - V ;
cell
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(4.7)

The assumption is made that evaporation only takes place in the cells that are directly connected
to the heated walls , and that condensation occurs through the rest of the flow domain (with the
exception of the near-wall cells). Thus , near a wal! SE ,c = 0 and in the remaining cells SE, ev = 0.
From the energy-source-terms one can obtain the rnass-souree terms by dividing by the latent heat
Hlv, e.g. for the vapor phase:
S

_ SE ,ev - SE ,c
M ,v H
lv

(4.8)

The satisfy mass-conservation, the liquids mass-source-terms SM ,l must always be opposite to
the rnass-souree-term of the vapor phase: SM ,l = - SM,v· The rnass-souree-term is placed in the
continuity equation, Eq. (3.4) for each phase, as was presented insection 3.1.2.

4.4

Modifications made to the Dhir model

The next section describes several modifications made to the Dhir model as described in section
4.1. Details such as a model for the nucleation site density and the saturation temperature are
presented in respectively section 4.4.2 and 4.4.1. The determination and adaption of the enhanced
forced convection coefficient h enh is described in section 4.4.3 . In section 4.4.4 the empirica!
correlations for the bubble-detachement and lift-off diameters are explained. The effect of swirling
flow is discussed in section 4.4.5.

4.4.1

Nucleation site density

Several models predicting the active nucleation site density have been evaluated (as reported by
Hibiki and Ishii, [15]) . For increased superheats, Wang and Dhir [36] where the first to perform a
systematic study of the effect of contact angle on the density of active nucleation sites. Based on
their data, Basu et al. [1] developed two correlations for Na as a funct ion of both wal! superheat
(6.Tw) and the contact angle (cl;). Further they proved experimentally t hat mass velocity and
liquid subcooling did not have a systematic effect on the active nucleation site density. The
original correlations by Basu are expanded to three correlations, since the original ones showed a
discontinuity at a superheat of 15 oe, which may result in convergence problems. The new model
for active nucleation site density, Na (sites/ cm 2 ), is given by the following correlations:

0.34[1- cos(c/;)]6.T~ 0
Na =
7.46 x 10- 2 [1 - cos(c/;)] 6.T~· 56
{ 3.4 x w- 5 [1 - cos(c/;)] 6.T~ 3

6.Tw ,ONB < 6.Tw < 15
15 < 6.Tw < 16.58
6.Tw 2: 16.58

According to Basu [1], these correlations are valid for pressures up to 137.5 bar and cover a range
of static contact angles varying from 30 ° to 90 °. and superheats ranging from 3 oe to 26.5 oe.
Both effects are shown in figure 4.4. As the contact angle is changed, which is related to the
surface roughness, the nucleation site density changes significantly. For now the contact angle is
taken 38 °, which is a typical value for water on stainless steel or nickel surface.

4.4.2

Saturation temperature

The Antoine equation describes the relation between saturation pressure and saturation temperature, which is:
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Wall Superhea.t, Tw- Tsat (K)

Figure 4.4: Nucleation site density

Psat

=

exp

(a- ~ c)

(4.9)

T

with int this case Psat in kPa and T in C. Antoine coefficients can be found in places like the NIST
chemistry webhook (http:/ j webbook.nist.gov). For water, they are a= 11.6834, b = 3816,44 and
c = 226.87. This equation may only be used for pressures below 2 bars. Basedon the NIST-data,
for higher pressures a selfmade polynomial is applied, which is included in appendix B.l.

4 .4. 3

(Enhance d ) forced convection heat t ransfer coeffi.cient

One of the key factors of the Dhir - model is the single phase forced convection heat transfer
coefficient hJ c· The forced convection heat transfer coefficient has to be determined with the aid
of a CFD simulation, and is calculated from the area-averaged liquid temperature, the absolute
wall temperature and the total wall heat flux. As the wall heat flux is increased downstream of
ONB bubbles are nucleated, changing the wall roughness and increasing t he overal heat transfer
rate. The enhanced forced convection heat transfer coefficient (henh is the single-phase heat
transfer coefficient value with an enhancement factor of 30 percent to account for the presence of
bubbles. The enhancement factor was obtained by Basu [1], who compared the single-phase heat
transfer coefficient with those measured in the presence of bubbles at the OSV condition. To get
rid of this step change (as it was originally used by Dhir and coworkers), in the present study the
enhancement heat transfer coefficient henhfc is modeled as:

h

_ { ((Tw- Tw,ONB)

enhfc -

1.3

X

~·:

+ 1) X

X hJc

hfc

0 :S Tw- Tw,ONB :S
Tw- Tw,ONB > 15

15

The effect of this modiikation is presented in the model validation part, section 6.1.

4 .4.4

Bubble departure and lift-off diamet ers

The bubble growth process on a heater surface is rather complex. The prime forces acting on a
vapor bubble during the later phases of its growth are buoyancy and hydrodynamic forces attempting to detach it from the surface and surface tension and liquid inertia forces acting to prevent
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detachment. The liquid inertia force is a dynamic force resulting from the displacement of liquid
during bubble growth. The growth velocity of a bubble and herree the inertial force is a strong
function of the liquid superheat. The diameter to which a bubble grows just before it departs is
named the bubble departure diameter dd and d1 is the lift-off diameter.
Fritz [10] correlated the bubble departure diameter by balancing, on a static bubble, the buoyancy
with surface tension force. Several other expressions for dd have been reported , obtained either
empirically or analytically. These expressions, however, are not always consistent with each other.
Cole and Rohsenow [4] found it to be independent of wal! superheat, while Gorenflo et al. [12]
proposed an expression for dd that indicates that the bubble diameter increases weakly with wal!
superheat. Above all, these expressions are only to be used for pool boiling, and therefore are not
appropriate for flow boiling where the increased hydrodynamic forces start to dominate. For the
latter case, the bubble departure correlation of Unal [35] is a reasonable approximation.
The advantage of correlations recently developed by Dhir and coworkers [37], is that they mimic
physics best of all existing correlations. They describe dd and d1 by correlations based on experimental data for vertical flow boiling. This empirica! approach contains incorporates both the
dominant hydrodynamic forces as wel! as the thermadynamie effects in a simplified way.
The resulting correlations for dd and d1 are as follows:

=

I ( a ) _(sin(</>)) 0 ·4 (0.195exp( - 1.5ubulk) + 0.065) x Ja~;_.~exp( -0.0065Jasub)
V Pl- Pv g

(4.10)

dl=

I ( a )_(sin(</>)) 0 .4 (0.26exp( -l.lubulk) + 0.065) x Ja~;_.~exp( - 0.0065Jasub )
V Pl- Pv g

(4.11)

dd

where Ubulk is the resulting averaged bulk velocity and the terms J asup and Ja sub represent the
Jacob numbers characterizing the degree of superheat and subcooling. They can be written as:
Ja sup = PlCpl!::"Twl PvHlv and Jasub = PlCpl!::"Tsubl PvHlv·
A first remark concerning the physical basis of the correlations is that these correlations must not
be regarcled as derived directly from a force balans. From the first terms, namely
I (g(pl - Pv))
, one would expect both correlations to originate from a force balans between buoyancy and surface tension force . This is not the case. The detachment diameter is based on a force balans in
vertical direction, including buoyancy force , while the lift-off diameter originates from a lateral
force balans. In a lateral force balance (without swirl), the buoyancy force term must be left out.
I (g(p 1 - Pv)) is common and represents the characteristic
In empirica! correlations, the use of
length scale lc. As long as these correlations are in good agreement with experimental results, t his
approach is acceptable.

Ja

Ja

Secondly, although the effect of the static contact angle is incorporated in the second term, further
complex effects such as the bubble shape change from a spherical toa elongated oblate shape due
to hydrodynamic forces, are not directly represented. Thirdly, the hydrodynamic forces , such as
drag force are encompassed in the third term (between brackets), while the thermadynamie forces
(bubble grow forces , caused by evaporation and condensation rates) are represented by the last
terms.
The various effects of bulk velocity Ubulk , liquid subcooling !::"Tsub and wal! superheat !::"Tsup on
the bubble departure and lift-off diameter have been computed and results are presented in figures
4.6 and 4.5. The following observations are made regarding dd and d1:
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and d 1 increase with increase in f:lTw. The evaporation process increases as more energy is
transferred towards the wal! sub-layer causing the temperature of the liquid that surrounds
the bubble to rise. Subcooling effects remain constant and no significant changes in the
hydrodynamic forces occur.

• dd
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and d1 decrease weakly with increase in f:lTsub for constant f:lTw and Ubulk· As colder
liquid reaches the wal! sub-layer, condensation at the bubble tip increases. Overall, a larger
part of total energy is used to heat up the bulk flow, insteadof forming bubbles.

• dd

and d1 decrease significantly with increase in Ubulk for constant f:lTw and f:lTsub· Several
effects occur: as the drag force component parallel to the wall is substantially increased, a
force balans is only preserved by a decreasein bubble diameter. Further, the bubbles shape
changes from the initia! spherical shape due to the surface tension force, to an elongated

• dd
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bubble. As the bubble starts sliding, the bubble base diameter changes and the bubble stops
growing (condensation in balans with evaporation). The bubble base reduces to zero and
the bubble lifts off from the surface.
The range of the bubble departure and bubble lift-off correlations are limited (as mentioned by
Basu [1]) due totheir difficulties in obtaining reliable bubble diameter information because of the
preserree of multiple bubbles on the heating surfaces. The above correlations are valid only in the
following range of parameters: 14 :0:::: Jasup :0:::: 56, 1 :0:::: Jasub :0:::: 138, 0 :0:::: R et :0:::: 7980, 30 :0:::: rj; :0:::: 90.

4 .4 .5

Swirl effects

If swirling motion is added, some modifications to Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4. 11) have to be made.
The tangential velocity increases towards the walls, affecting the bubble lift-off diameter through
mainly two reasons:

1. The resulting velocity component, parallel to the wall causing the drag force , is affected. In
swirling flow also the tangential component induces drag on a bubble, so this component
has to be added to the axial component. With that the bubble sliding direction changes.
Sirree both 4.10 and 4.11 are affected through the averaged bulk velocity, this local tangential
velocity component must be converted into a contribution to the bulk velocity. Basically,
this is dorre in the following way: both the local axial and local tangential veloeities are
determined in the near wall region . The local resultant velocity is normalized to a bulk
velocity by a correlation. This procedure is described in section 4.5.1.
2. The apparent buoyancy force term, as was introduced in section 3.2.2, acts in the lateral
direction so it only affects the bubbles lift-off diameter. By the mass density difference
bubbles are pulled towards the center and the liquid is pushed towards the walls. This
phenomenon decreases the bubble lift off diameter sirree the extra term tries to overcome
the surface tension force. For the affect on the lift-off diameter, Fab is related to the local
tangential velocity uo at the outer radius R 0 •
-

Fab

u~ m= Cab(Pv- Pt)Vv Ro

(4.12)

The centrifugal acceleration term u~/ R 0 has the same dimension as§. Consiclering the fact
that the original correlations for dd and d1 are not based on real physics such as a force
balans, and the directions and magnitudes of all components are not completely defined,
one should keep in mind t hat this new swirl component may not be added directly to the
original gravitation term §. Both terms have opposite directions. To be able to see the effect
of swirl on the lift off diameter, in spite of this the swirl term is added to the denominator
term, and to avoid any physical confusion, the term §is replaced by a constant C9 . For a
start the modeling constants Cab = 1 and C 9 = 10.
After implementing the swirl effects in Eq. (4.10) and (4.11) , the correlations for dd and dt become:

dd=

(

J(

Pl- Pv

Pt

_ a )C (sin(rj;)) 0 · 4 (0.195exp(-1.5ubutk)+0.065) x ...

)(C a

Pv

2/

abUo Ro

(4.13)

g

+

C )(sin(rj;)) 0 .4(0.26exp(-l.lubutk)+0.065) x ...

(4.14)

g

Swirl affecting the bubbles departure and lift-off diameters is presented in figure 4.7. Both swirl
effects as presented above are simulated. The additional tangential flow obviously affects dd as
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Figure 4.7: Swirl affects departure and lift-off diameter
wel! as dz (compare if Cab = 0) through the increased velocity component parallel to the wal!.
The apparent buoyancy force caused by the swirl (see Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.14)) further decreases
the lift-off diameter. When Dh = 0.05, ue = 0.2 and when Cab is assumed to be 1, the centrifugal
R 0 = 1.6 is still smal! compared to the gravitational term C9 = 10. The
acceleration term Cab
effect of swirl on the bubble lift-off diameter is smal!.

uV

4.5

lmplementation aspects

In this section the implementation procedures are discussed. Three fundamental modifications are
required to be able to apply the Dhir boiling model in a CFD simulation for rifled tubes:
1. As input for the Dhir-model only bulk parameters may be used. For pipe geometries, the
area-averaged bulk veloeities and temperatures are sufficient to calculate the bubble departure and lift-off diameters. A great advantage of using the bulk-flow information is that most
of the rather unknown and complex phenomena in the near-wall region become less crucial
for the simulation of boiling.
In a helix geometry the standard bulk flow approach is not applicable any more. A helical
shaped geometry (rifled tube) has different flow characteristics compared toa straight pipe.
Due to effects as swirl and other flow deflections affected by the complex geometry, it is
essential that the modeling is based on local flow parameters instead of bulk flow parameters.
The temperature field , and by that the subcooling, is substantially different compared to a
pipe flow. After solving the flow field, the local veloeities and temperatures are determined
after which they are converted in bulk parameters by normalizing the local values to bulk
values fora pipe flow. This approach is explained insection 4.5.1.
2. A second modification is the inversion of the original Dhir model from a model based on a
wall-temperature input-condition, towards a model that is based on a total-heat-flux inputcondition. This inversion is mainly for practical purposes and is explained in section 4.5.2.
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3. The final and most important modification, is a correction term that compensates for an
energy difference that originates from the different approach between the Dhir boiling model
and t he standard CFD package concerning the modeling of the wall heat transfer. When
boiling starts, the heat transfer coefficient strongly increases compared to that calculated
from forced convection. The standard CFD model does not take dominant boiling effects
such as transient conduction into account. This problem is tackled in section 4.5.3.
The complete operating procedures are included in Appendix C. In this Appendix the UDF
application order and conesponding flow chart are presented as well as the operations to get the
full coupled two-phase flow simulation started.

4. 5 .1

Bulk versus local parameters

The conversion of local parameters into bulk parameters, requested for reasons explained in the
above, can be compared to a normalization method. lts explanation is as follows:
• The flow inside a pipe with hydraulic diameter Dh is used as a reference. lts turbulent
velocity profile is well known and is assumed to be approximated by a Power Law which is
explained further in subsection local velocities. If a local velocity Üloc at a specific distance y
from the wall is determined from CFD results, with the use of basic rnathematics the mean
flow velocity Übulk is calculated.
• The pipe flow (used as a reference) must have approximately the same averaged Reynolds
number as the flow inside a helix geometry. As both hydraulic diameters are about the
same, the macroscopie flow characteristics are comparable. Though local veloeities and local
turbulence can be quite different.
• Also for the helix geometry the local velocity Üloc at distance y from the wall is determined
from a simulation. This local velocity is normalized to a bulk velocity through the same
Power Law as applied for the reference case. The local effects are discounted through a
increased / decreased bulk velocity. The same approach is used for the temperature field.
The Dhir model is basedon the use of bulk-veloeities which, in case of a pipe flow, are calculated
from standard area-averaging procedures. Since the mean velocity profiles for a pipe flow are
axisymmetric, a relation rises between the local velocity at distance y from the wall (see figure
4.8) , and the averaged (bulk) velocity. Obviously the near-wall veloeities that affect the boiling
conditions, such as the local subcooling, and not the bulk velocities. The correlations for dd and
dl (see section 4.4.4) are developed by Dhir to be able to use bulk veloeities instead.
The necessity of normalization becomes clear in figure 4.8: as one follows the solid line from point
A to point D, the veloeities at a distance y from the wall, are by far not constant like they would
be in case of a pipe flow . In the helix geometry, near corner C the veloeities are relatively low
and the veloeities near point B are almost twice as high as near point C. If one wants to know the
local velocity effect on dd at location C, it is not sufficient to simply determine the area averaged
bulk velocity and use it for the correlation.
The local velocity at pointCis low; if this velocity at distance y from the wallis assumed to occur
in case of a pipe flow instead, a lower averaged velocity is needed to be used in the correlations.
A similar explanation applies for location D: as the velocity is high, this would correspond to a
high averaged velocity in case of a pipe flow. In this way its stronger cooling effect is correctly
taken into account. This is the main reason to normalize alllocal veloeities found at line A-D to
bulk veloeities that corresponds to a pipe flow that has the equal local velocity. In other words:
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Figure 4.8: Velocity magnitude (mixture) (m/s)
each point located at line A-D has a different bulk velocity.
The local velocity, as wel! as the local temperature and local temperature-gradients, are obtained
from cells that are located at t he distance y from the wal! where y is specified in the UDF header.
The location of such a cel! is found on the line A-D and is called CA from now on. To avoid large
gradients, CA may not be positioned in a wall-adjacent cel!. Determining the CA - locations is
only applied once during an initialization step. A complete geometry is investigated before starting the iteration process and all relevant information for the local-to-bulk procedure is saved in
memory banks that are related to the cel! reference number. Detailscan be found in Appendix D.l.
The above normalization methods are validated to some extend by the following check: for a pipe
geometry bulk-values are usually obtained from standard averaging procedures (area-averaged
values). When simulating the same geometry and flow conditions, obviously these bulk-values
must be equal to the bulk-values calculated from the normalization procedure that is based on
local parameters and a mathematica! approximation of the profiles. If the results are not equal,
correction terms are applied. E .g. the velocity increase by the local vapor fraction compared
to a single-phase flow profile is compensated for . The normalization for local veloeities as wel!
as temperatures are applied by two methods that are based on either experimental data or data
obtained from simulations and that non-related toeach other. The normalization procedures are
presented below.
Local veloeities

The new mixtures bulk-velocity Ubulk,loc is calculated from the local velocity ü, obtained from
location CA, through a Power Law which is a representation of the velocity distri bution for a fully
developed turbulent pipe flow. Based on the experimental velocity profiles presented by Manon
et al. [23], the mixture velocity profiles are assumed to be reasonably approximated by the Power
Law, which is written as:
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U~ax = ~o
-

(

) 1/ m

(4.15)

where y is the distance from the pipe wal! which represents the location of CA, R 0 is the pipes
outer radius and Umax is t he maximum velocity on the centreline. According to Schlichting [31],
mis related to the Reynolds number by m = 1/ (0.25- 0.023log 10(Re)). From the local velocity
at radial position r = Ro - y the maximum velocity is calculated and after which the normalized
bulk-velocity is approximated by:

Ubulk ,loc

2umaxm 2
= (m + 1)( 2m + 1) -

(4.16)

Ucor

where Ucor is a correction term which must be determined from a reference pipe flow simulation.
Preparatory simulations for a pipe flow showed that for multi-phase flows, the correction Ucor is
needed to obtain a bulk velocity Ubulk,loc that is equal to the bulk velocity calculated by Fluent's
standard area-averaging methode Ubulk,Fluent· Due to the preserree of large vapor fractions, the
local velocity is increased by a few percent, resulting in a slight over-estimation of the bulk velocity.
The correction term is found to be a quadratic polynomial of the form:
(4.17)
The correction coefficients au , bu and Cu must be tuned for each configuration. An example is
presented in figure 4.9. After correction the results show a very good accuracy; the bulk-velocity,
calculated from the local-mixture-velocity by the Power Law method presented above only has a
slight deviation of less than 0.5%.
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Figure 4.9: Bulk velocity correction

Local mixture temperature

The calculation of the normalized bulk temperature Tbulk ,loc from the local temperature has a
different approach. The dimensionless radius x = r / R 0 is introduced. The local mixture temperature T(x), as wel! as the local temperature gradient dT/dx(x) are determined from CA. It is
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assumed that dT(O)
polynomial:

= 0. The temperature gradient equation is approximated by a second order
dT

- =Ax 2 +C·
dx
'

(4.18)

After inserting both gradients as boundary conditions, this equation can be solved. C = 0 and
the constant A is known from there. By integrating Eq. (4.18) over the dimensionless radius x,
the temperature profile equation is obtained:
1

T(x)

= {

Jo

Ax 2 dx

=

~Ax 3 + T(O).
3

(4.19)

By equating the local temperature T(x = Xloc) as acquired from location CA to Eq. (4.19) the
minimum temperature T(O) at the center line is calculated. The normalized averaged mixture
temperature nuzk,loc can be obtained by integrating Eq. (4.19) from x= 0 to x= 1. After calculating the bulk temperature, a correction term Tcor is added which compensates for deviations. It
is observed from reference pipe flow simulations that Tcor is hardly affected by av. Obviously, for
the simple pipe flow, the bulk temperature calculated by Eq. (4.19) must equal the area-averaged
bulk temperature. Again this procedure is verified and the correction term is tuned to be able to
use it correctly.
The accuracy of this method proves to be very good; for single-phase calculations as wel! as multiphase calculations (with maximum vapor fraction of 0.35) deviations for the averaged temperature
of less than 0.5 K are achieved. A final remark: especially near the pipe inlet much larger deviations
appear, originated from the fact that the temperature profile is not yet developed. The temperature
gradients are still smal! and thus the bulk temperature is overestimated. Therefore one should
always have a (partially) developed temperature profile as a boundary condition for the inlet.

4.5.2

Inverting Dhir model

It is usual in many CFD simulations presented in the literature, to prescribe the total wal! heatflux instead of the wal! temperature. In experiments, often a constant heat-flux is imposed wal!
by an electric potential. To be able to compare results to the work of others, the Dhir boiling
model is inverted from a model that is based on a wal! temperature input-condition, towards a
model that is based on a total-heat-flux input-condition.

By the new approach the pursued heat-flux, qinit, is prescribed in the UDF header. The boiling
model numerically approximates this heat-flux by raising step by step a provisional wal! temperature, which is not the CFD wal! temperature but only used for internal calculations. The iterative
approach is simple: the CFD inlet-temperature is used as a starting point and the provisional
wal! temperature is increased with a smal! number j (e.g. 0.1 K) until the initia! heat-flux qinit is
exceeded. The iterative procedure is as follows:
qenhfc
{ qenhfc

+ qfc + qtc :S: qinit
+ qfc + qtc > qinit

Tw
Tw

=
=

Tw +j
Tw,end

Finally the wal! temperature Tw,end which satisfies the heat-flux conditions above, is then further
used as the external wal! boundary condition for the CFD simulation, as is described in chapter
5. In this way the provisional Dhir wal! temperature finally equals the CFD boundary condition
Tw,end = Tw,Fluent· This procedure is straightforward and obviously it can be improved (e.g. a
biseetion method can be used). Sirree it performs wel! and runs fast it is thought to be sufficient.
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4.5.3

Heat flux correction

As the wall-temperature reached by the iterative procedure in section 4.5.2 is coupled to the
CFD wal! boundary condition, a severe energy loss is observed for which a correction must be
introduced. The components regarcled in this section are first explained:
1.

qinit is the initia! total heat-flux pursued in the first place and is considered to be the
fundament of the CFD simulation, though qinit is not the physical wal! boundary condition.

2.

Tw,end

3.

Tw

4.

qFluent is the heat-flux that results from the CFD simulation with
condition.

represents the final wal! temperature calculated by the Dhir model when
reached. Tw,end is linked to the CFD wal! boundary condition Tw by a UDF.

qinit

is

is the physical wal! boundary condition. From the heated wal!, energy is transferred to
the bulk liquid.
Tw

being its boundary

The implementation of the Dhir model into the CFD package is only succeeded if the next condition is satisfied: the wal! heat-flux, specified in the UDF-header and starting point for the Dhir
model approach, must equal the wal! heat-flux computed by the CFD simulation. The latter one
is based on the calculation of the wal! heat-transfer coefficient through standard models.
It is observed that although the wal! temperatures Tw,Dhir and Tw are equal, the heat-flux computed by CFD qFluent is much lower than qinit· The Fluent model calculates the wali-heat flux
from forced convection basedon the flow characteristics and liquid temperature. The heat-transfer
coefficient calculated by Fluent (only taking the global vapor distribution into account through
the mixtures mass-density) is inadequate to simulate real boiling conditions.

During subcaoled flow boiling the wali-heat transfer coefficient strongly increases, sirree other
mechanisms such as the quenching effect (transient conduction) and evaporation become dominant compared to the standard forced convection term. The increased energy transfer rates that
occur while boiling, are completely disregarded by Fluent; e.g. qFluent is only 10 % of qinit· On
the contrary, the Dhir model takes many details into account, as was presented in section 4.1.
Aftera validation, presented in chapter 6, the Dhir model is assumed to give good representation
of flow boiling.
To achieve a local energy balance condition between the outcomes of the Fluent model and the
Dhir model, a heat-flux correction is introduced which accounts for the additional energy transfer
near the wal!. The correction term qcor is introduced, which is calculated from:
qcor

=

qinit - qFluent

(4.20)

The additional heat-flux qcor is "injected" into the computational domain through the energysource term in Eq. 3.15. This compensation is only applied to the wali-adjacent cells. When also
regarding the evaporative souree term from Eq. 4.7, the new energy souree term for wali-adjacent
cells becomes:
Acw
SE= qcor...-r-- SE ev =SE cor- SE ev
v cell
'
'
'

(4.21)

The correction souree term SE,cor is linked to the energy souree term and not to the mass souree
terms sirree it only represents the heat-transfer effect and not phase-change. In this way a balanced
energy condition is satisfied and consistency is guaranteed.
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Chapter 5

Numerical method
This chapter briefly describes numerical issues such as mesh creation, boundary conditions and
the numerical solver. It concludes with the convergence criteria which the salution must satisfy.

5.1

Mesh criteria

The mathematica! model is discretisized by a finite volume method. The computational domain
is divided into a large number of control volumes (elements) in a three-dimensional co-ordinate
system. To reduce calculation time and obtain the highest accuracy, only hexahedral meshes are
created. Hexahedral elements permit a high aspect-ratio. Sirree the geometries used in this thesis
are relatively simple and the flow confarms well to the shape of the geometry, the use of a mesh
of high aspect-ratio hexahedral cells is possible. For the mesh creation the option Pave meshing
is used, which is a fully automatized mesh generator.
In a helix geometry, the hexahedral cells are twisted and cells can therefore have a large skewness.
Skewness represents the degree of asymmetry. A high skewness strongly impedes accuracy and
convergence. A poor quality grid will cause inaccurate solutions and/or slow convergence. Possible
meshes are examined, and for these the skewness never exceeded 0.85, which is considered to be
the maximum allowed upper bound [16].

5.2

Boundary conditions

If available, fully developed turbulent flow profiles are used as inlet boundary condition. Such a
profile may result from a preparatory calculation. Developed profiles for velocity (including its
turbulence characteristics) and temperature distributions are required to reduce the inlet disturbances. Especially the single-phase forced convection coefficient, which was introduced in section
4.1.1, is affected by a non-developed temperature profile. For multi-phase calculations a similar
approach is used: the inlet void fraction distribution as well as the inlet velocity veetors for both
phases are loaded from a data file.
If the flow profile is not yet available, a constant velocity that is normal to the inlet, is applied
and the turbulence quantities are set through an approximated turbulence intensity and hydraulic
diameter. The resulting outflow profiles are then stored to a data file.
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In cases of an annulus or pipe geometry, rotationally periodic boundary conditions are used which
decrease computation time significantly.
For both phases the no-slip condition is imposed at the wall. The large gradients found near the
walls in turbulent flows are bridged by wall functions similar to those established for single phase
flow, see section A.2. The wall temperature Tw computed by the Dhir model is used as the wall
boundary conditions.
The so-called "outflow" boundary condition is used to model the flow exit. This is appropriate
since near the outlet the flow is close to a fully developed condition and no back-flow is allowed.

5.3

Solver

All simulations presented in this report are calculated by a steady, segregated implicit solver [16].
The equations are solved by a second order upwind scheme. Since no transport equation is solved
for the pressure, a special treatment is used: the SIMPLE scheme ("Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure-Linked Equations"). The computation of the discretized equations is started with an
estimated pressure field which is subsequently corrected iteratively to fulfill momenturn and mass
conservation, see the Fluent Manual [16].

5.4

Convergence

To improve convergence a good first approximation for the flow field is required: the initial condition for the entire domain is based on the inlet flow condition. The numerical solution procedure
is converged when it satisfies:
• A decrease in residuals by 3 orders of magnitude indicates qualitative convergence: the
accuracy of the solution procedure is guaranteed.
• The solution may not change when more iterations are used.
• The mass flow rate balance must be satisfied in the sense that the net imbalance should
always be less than 1% of the flux through the inlet.
The processof solving a multi-phase flow is inherently difficult, and many stability and convergence
problems have been encountered. To reduce these problems, the calculation now always starts with
a small under-relaxation factor for the volume fraction (e.g. 0.1). When all conditions are set in
Fluent, the iterative procedure can start. The results of the CFD model are discussed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 6

Model validation
To verify the Dhir-models quality and accuracy within its operating range, the results of the
stand-alone boiling model are compared to experimental data. This is presented in section 6.1.
As all relevant models are finished and the unified model is operational, the unified multi-phase
model is extensively tested and validated in section 6.2. A trend study is presented and results
are compared to experimental data of Lee and coworkers [21]. This chapter concludes with the
models strengths and weaknesses. In the remaining sections and chapters, the unified model is
named the Fluent-Dhir-Mierlo model, which is abbreviated as the FDM-model.

6.1

Stand-alone Dhir model

The empirica! Dhir-model is completely based on experiments for multi-phase flow. The Dhir
model, described in section 4.1 can be used to predict the heat-transfer components in subcaoled
flow boiling. For this purpose a stand-alone code is written which is extensively tested. The code
is included in an additional copy titled "Appendices UDF" . The complete Dhir model procedures,
describing the input- and output parameters and the equation sequence, is included in Appendix
C. The code of the Dhir model is validated by camparing it to experimental data of McAdams [24].

6.1.1

Comparison to experimental data

The partition of t he applied heat flux for vertical flow boiling of water on a stainless steel surface is
shown in figure 6.1. The saturation temperature at a pressure of 4.13 bar is 418 K. Both ONB and
OSV are clearly identified. After OSV is reached, the single phase convection heat flux gradually
decreases, while the transient conduction and evaporation heat fluxes increase. The heat flux is
mostly transferred to the liquid phase since Qtc is dominant. The evaporation heat flux is relatively
low and approximately stays below 10 % of the total wal! heat flux. The summation of q1 c, Qenhfc
and Qtc equals the total wal! heat flux.
Figure 6.2 shows the comparison of predicted boiling curves for various flow velocities. The dashed
lines of the experiments of McAdams only represent the boiling curve asymptotes that represent
the regionsof single-phase heat transfer and developed flow boiling heat transfer. The simulated
intersections match with the intersections of the asymptotes of McAdams. The dotted lines represent the Dhir model without t he modification on hhfc (presented in section 4.4.3), resulting in
a step change for the heat-flux, which is indicated by capita! A. The location of the step change
corresponds to the location of ONB. By the new approach, htc is increased gradually and the
heat flux curves are smoothed which is more likely to be true. lt proves that the predicted boiling
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curves for various flow rates are in good agreement with t he experimental data.
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Figure 6.2: Predicted boiling curves (McAdams [24])
The effect of inlet subcooling on the total heat flux has been simulated as wel. The results are
compared to the experimental data of McAdams in the log-log scale shown in figure 6.3. As
the liquid subcooling is increased while keeping the flow velocity constant, the intersection point,
indicated by capita! B, moves to the right . As condensation increases, the bubble release rate
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and quenching effect decrease. The wal! superheat must be increased to achieve t he same wal!
heat flux. lt is concluded that with regard to t he subcooling effect, t he Dhir model shows good
agreement t o the experimental data.

6.1.2

Condusion

From these tests it is concluded that the Dhir model properly accounts for the major effects for
subcooled flow boiling. In the next sections the Dhir model wil! be considered as reliable black-box
model t hat can be integrated in t he multi-phase CFD model.
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6.2

FDM model results

In this section a trend study is presented as wel! as a comparison to experimental data. Both are
based on the same geometry and flow conditions. Experimental data of local subcooled boiling
flow measurements that are used for the current validation are obtained by Lee et al. [21]. Their
experimental setup consists of a vertical concentric annulus with an inner heating rod of 19 mm
outer diameter, which is shown in figure 6.4. The rod is uniformly heated by a 54 kW DC power
supply. The heated section is a 1.67 m long tube. The outer wal! has a diameter of 37.5 mm.
A transparent glass tube with a length of 50 mm is installed just below the measuring plane
which is located at 1.61 m downstream of the beginning of the heated section. Water was used
as the working fluid . The local gas phase parameters such as local void fraction were measured
by conductivity probe method while a Pitot tube was used to measure the local liquid velocity
with a mean relative error of 3 %. However, the uncertainty of the bubbler diameters seemed
difficult to determine and was estimated to be lower than 27 % or less. More details regarding the
experimental setup can be found in Lee et al. [21].
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Figure 6.4: Schematic drawing of test channel, Lee et al. [21]
For the DFM model a three-dimensional mesh is generated for the annular channel resulting in
a total of 12 (radial) x (circumference) x 40 (height) cells. Only 1/ 67r [rad] of the annulus is
modeled by using periodic boundary conditions. Since the wal! function is used, it is checked that
y+ is always greater than 30. Grid independenee is also examined. Further grid refinement did
not reveal significant changes to the two-phase flow parameters. Convergence was achieved within
1000 iterations; all residuals reached at least 1 x w- 4 . A mass flow rate balans between inlet and
outlet was achieved: the difference was less than 5 x w-s kg/ s.
In the figures presented in this chapter a dimensionless radius is introduced: i'= (r- Ri) / (RoRi) = 1. At i' = 0 the surface of the heating rod is found while the opposite adiabatic wal! of the
annulus channel occurs at i' = 0.
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6. 2 .1

FDM m odel t rend study

The results as those described in this section are intended to give insight in the processes and
physics of the multi-phase flow simulation. The mean bubble diameter affecting condensation
and lateral bubble migration, turbulent diffusion and the effect of subcooling are the main issues
to be investigated. Before camparing the results of the CFD model to the experimental data of
Lee, components such as turbulent diffusion have to be tuned . Several simulations are done fora
variety of input conditions:
• Wall heat flux:

Qw =

170- 300 kW /m2

• Mass flux: G1 = 1057- 1977 kg/s
• Liquid subcooling at inlet:

13- 23 K

T sub =

• Turbulent dispersion constant: Crv = 0- 2.5 x 10- 3
• Maximum bubble diameter:

dv ,max

= 1.9 mm - 3.9 mm (related to eddy-break up model)

The next parameters are kept constant:
• Maximum vapor fraction:

av,max

= 0.35

• Bubble-induced turbulent viscosity coefficient: CJJ.,v = 0.69
• Wall velocity coefficient: Cw = 2 x 10- 3
• Minimum bubble diameter:

dv ,min

= 0.5 mm

Mean bubble diameter
The maximum mean bubble diameter is determined by the Eddy Break-Up model from Eq. (3.30)
and is an important input parameter. Each time that a different mass flow rate is applied, the
maximum bubble diameter is checked and possibly adjusted. For a single-phase flow case with
G = 1057 kg/s, the maximum bubble diameter in the near-wall region is Db ,max = 4 mm. The
mean bubble diameter is calculated by Eq. (3.31) . To be able to use this equation, the bubble
number density must be known. As for high rnass-flow subcaoled boiling, the vapor fraction is
assumed not to exceed 0.35 throughout the domain, and the bubble number density is assumed
to be constant, the bubble number-density becomes nb = 1 x 10 7 1/m2 . With this, there arises
a relation between the local vapor fraction and the bubble mean diameter. Obviously this is a
highly simplified approach.
The mean bubble diameter profiles are shown in figure 6.5. Due to condensation in the subcaoled
bulk flow, the bubble diameter decreases. Further downstream, where the bulk temperature has
risen, bubbles start reaching the opposite wall. The gradual increase of the bubble mean diameters
towards the heated wall with the ~ighest bubble sizes predicted at the heated wall contradiets local
radial measurements. In the experiments of Lee, high-speed photography clearly demonstrated
large bubble sizes of approximately 4-5 mm were present further away from the heated wall, not
at the heated wall. Vapor bubbles that are relatively small near the heated surface increase due to
the bubble coalescence as they move away from the surface and then decrease towards the outer
adiabatic wall due to condensation. The predicted bubble diameter, determined by Eq. (3.31) , is
deficient due to the absence of properly accommodating coalescence and collapse due to condensation, which was observed in the experiments.
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Figure 6.5: Bubble diameter affected by condensation
Figure 6.6 illustrates the predicted radial profiles of the local void fraction employing different
mean bubble diameters. This is achieved by decreasing the maximum allowed bubble diameter
and, when assuming a conesponding av,max, the bubble number-density is automatically adjusted
which prevails throughout the entire domain. The predicted void fraction profiles show the local
void fraction to monotonically decrease from the surface of the heating rod to the outer wall.
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Figure 6.6: Void fraction profile affected by bubble diameter
As can be seen from the condensation equation Eq. (4.6) , the mean bubble diameter strongly
affects the condensation rate. Increased bubble diameters cause lower condensation rates in the
subcooled region and consequently widen the two-phase zone near the heated wall . The difference
in relative velocity is of a minor effect to the condensation rate.
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Figure 6.7: Total relative velocity at outlet (1.61m)
The total relative velocity (axial plus radial velocity) is presented in figure 6.7. A decreasing
relative velocity means a decrease in bubble diameter; this is caused by condensation. In a nonswirling flow the relative velocity is mainly defined by a balance between buoyancy and drag force.
Herein the mean bubble diameter is the most important parameter. As an indication: only based
on the axial force balance, a bubble with d v ,max = 1.9 mm reaches a relative velocity of 0.075
m/ s; d v,max = 3.1 mm reaches 0.1 m/ s and a bubble of 3.9 mm reaches a relative velocity of 0.11
m j s. From figure 6.7 is seen that the total relative velocity is even higher; this is caused by the
lateral bubble movement due to dilfusion and "wall-velocity".
Thus, since bubble size strongly affects condensation and bubble movement, bubble size rnadeling
by Eq. (3.31) wil! certainly place limitations on the general application of the subcaoled boiling
model. Although the bubble size model takes condensation into account , the bubble size model
should be adapted to increase accuracy by accounting for bubble coalescence effects.

Turbulent dispersion

The presence of the dispersion effect due to the turbulence is illustrated in figure 6.8. Here, various values of the dispersion coefficient Crv were systematically studied. 'I\ubulent dispersion
has a considerable effect on the local void fraction distribution. It can be seen that without the
turbulent dispersion effect in the simulat ions, bubbles start accuruulating near the heated wal!
since the allowance to diffuse into the bulk flow is halted. By slightly increasing the turbulent
dispersion effect, the high void fraction values near the heated wal! are significant ly reduced.
Obviously, also the " normal-to-wall velocity" presented in section 3.2.3 has the desired effect.
Dilfusion is only smal!, but bubbles are nevertheless pushed away from the heated wal! when the
vapor fraction reaches av, max = 0.3. Without this ext ra lateral movement , vapor fractions would
reach values of a v = 0.7. In the resulting trend analysis, Crv = 1 x w- 3 , which adds a sufficient
amount of dilfusion to the model to distinguish and t o obtain a stable solution. In section 6.2.2,
the dilfusion constant is tuned to match the simulation results to experimental results observed
by Lee.
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Turbulent viscosity
The effect of bubble preserree on turbulent viscosity is shown in figure 6.9. The constant CJ.L ,v =
0.69. From Eq. (3.33) is observed that the higher the vapor concentration, the more the turbulent
behavior of t he mixture is affected by the preserree of bubbles. Near the walls, the total effective
viscosity is largely dominated by the bubble-induced viscosity; as the vapor fraction decreases
towards the bulk flow region , the normal shear-induced viscosity remains.
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Figure 6.9: Turbulent viscosity affected by bubble preserree
In single phase flow the turbulent viscosity is represented by a symmetrie parabolic profile which
is only shear induced; k reaches its maximum in the center, whereas E significantly decreases
for i > 0.1. Though in two-phase flow, the shear induced turbulent viscosity diverges from a
parabolic profile when the vapor fraction increases. This is explained by the decreased mixture
viscosity which accounts for the effects of the volume fraction . Because Pm and J-Lm directly
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affect the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate, the shear-induced profile changes. More
information about turbulence modeling is included in section A.l.
Heat flux, m ass flux and subcooling effect s

The radial vapor fraction profiles are strongly related to the wall heat flux, the amount of subcooling and the mass flow rate. These effects are presented in figures 6.10, 6.12 and 6.11. Raising
the wall heat flux accelerates the boiling proces significantly; the vapor production at the wall
increases and more heat is directly transferred to the bulk flow since there is a strong increase in
Qtc , as was showed in figure 6.1. Large bubbles are formed and duethefact that the condensation
process is decelerated, the vapor profile widens.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of wall heat flux on radial vapor fraction profile
Increasing the liquid subcooling has the opposite effect. During the formation process of bubbles attached to the wall, condensation slows down t he bubble growth-rate and the bubble lift-off
diameter decreases, as was presented in figure 4.5. Due to strong subcooling in the core region,
bubbles easily condensate, releasing their thermal energy to the liquid.
An increased flow rate decreases the bubble lift-off diameter which was shown in figure 4.6. Bubbles
start to slide and bubble merging occurs. Overall, the heat transfer increases due to a higher
transient conduction. In the core region , the turbulence intensity rises and turbulent eddies start
to breaks-up the larger bubbles; with that only smaller bubbles remain. More fresh liquid is
transported through the annulus which results in a considerable amount of vapor condensation.
A xial profiles

In figure 6.13 the axial profiles of the saturation temperature, averaged liquid temperature, liquid temperature in the wali-adjacent cells and wall temperature are presented. The saturation
temperature slightly decreases which is caused by the the decreasing local pressure. After the
inlet-effects (the temperature profile is not developed in this simulation) the near-wall liquid
temperature reaches a constant slope. The wall temperature consistently exceeds the saturation
temperature by approximately 15 K.
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Figure 6.14 shows the increase of vapor fraction in the wali-adjacent cells for several flow conditions. The changing amount of subcooling, wal! heat flux and flow rates, strongly affects the
formation of vapor near the wall. The void fraction is restricted by the ad-hoc "normal-to-wall
velocity" which was modeled by Eq. (3.24). The increasing amount of subcooling or mass flux,
significantly reduces t he vapor fraction in the near-wall cells.
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Figure 6.14: Axial void fraction profiles for wall-adjacent cells

6.2. 2

Comparison t o experimental data

As the most relevant aspectsof the multi-phase model are known, a comparison of the CFD models results to the experimental results of Lee [21] is the next step. Such a comparison is necessary
to find out wether the complete model represents real physics well and to observe which aspects
are still questionable or where the model fails . The diffusion constant from Eq. (3.27) is tuned
such that the radial vapor fraction profiles match best. After tuning the dispersion constant to
the radial vapor profiles found by Lee, Cr D is set to 5 x w- 4 . Other modeling constants were
unchanged as presented in 6.2.1.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 compare the locally predicted vapor fraction profiles with experimental data.
Lee mentioned an accuracy of 27% in predicting the local vapor fraction. Reasonable agreement
between experiments and calculations can be observed for all simulated experiments. The in-
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crease of wal! heat fiuxes or degrees of subcooling is in good agreement to the experiments. The
maximum vapor fraction is always observed in the vicinity of the heated surface although the
differences are quite large which could be explained by the inaccuracy of t he measurements in t he
firs t place. Secondly, t he CFD model outcomes are significantly affected by the bubble size and
bubble distribution mechanisms, which are both only a first approximation. Thirdly, the physics
in the near-wall region are only roughly represented due to the coarse grid.
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Figure 6.16: Void fraction profiles for high subcooling
The radial profiles of the localliquid velocity are shown in figure 6.17 while figure 6.18 presents the
radial profiles of t he local vapor velocity for experimental conditions lA, lB and lC. Significant
differences to experimental results are observed. Obviously the vapor velocity must exceed the
liquid velocity due to buoyancy force caused by density difference which is presented correctly by
the simulations. By determining t he relative veloeities from the experimental veloeities (from both
figures), it is immediately observed that velocity differences between the vapor and liquid phases
are almost zero. The bubble diameters, as found by Lee for this specific case, were displayed
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in figure 6.5. As the experimental bubble diameter is approximately 3.5 - 4.0 mm, the bubbles
relative velocity is expected to be close to 0.1 m/s. The poor results can be explained by the
accuracy in measuring local velocities.
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Figure 6.18: Vapor phase velocity profiles
In the simulations dv ,max is applied directly in the near-wall cell and the bubble diameter decreases by condensation, as was shown in figure 6.5. From the experimental bubble diameter, also
presented in the latter figure , is observed that the decrease in bubble diameter is delayed and t hat
larger bubbles are found in the center of the annulus. The differences between the experimental
results and those of the simulation are probably due to coalescence and migration of large bubbles
towards the center. Anyhow, the bubble diameter in fig . 6.5 can for example be achieved by
decreasing the lateral movement of bubbles by lowering the ditfusion coefficient; the local vapor
fraction in the near-wall region rises and thus the bubble diameter increases.
Overal, the velocity profiles as found by Lee, have quite a different shape than the profiles from
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the simulation. The simulation generates velocity profiles which are steep and have its maximum
close to the heated walls , while the experiments show the opposite trend: maximum veloeities
occur in the center of the annulus. This trend is found for the liquid phase as wel! as for the vapor
phase. An explanation can be the increased friction by the presence of bubbles which decreases
the near-wall velocity. In this two-phase flow simulat ion the no-slip condition is used and the
applied law-of-the-wall is based on smooth pipes. No additional wal! friction model , taking into
account the bubble presence, is implemented.

Additional validation
As there are serious doubts about the accuracy of the velocity profiles as presented by Lee, it is
double checked. The profiles found by Lee are in an approximate sense compared to experimental
data presented by Roy et al. [29]. Roys experimentsof subcaoled flow boiling of Refrigerant-113
in an annulus wit h inner heating rod (a similar geometry) must clarify if the trends found by Lee
are presented correctly. Obviously this is only allowed for qualitative comparison since the material parameters and boiling characteristics of R-113 are considerably different from those of water.
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Figure 6.19: Relative bubble velocity profiles
The observations of Roy are similar to those of Lee; for the two phases the same trends for the
liquid and vapor velocity profiles as wel! as the relative profiles are found. The vapor velocity has a
similar profile as t he profile of t he experimentsin figure 6.16. Also for R-113 , a distinct ive velocity
difference between the phases is observed in order of 0.2 m/ s in the center of the channel. Such a
relative velocity is also expected to occur for subcaoled flow boiling of water, as was written above
and indicated by the simulations in figure 6.15 and 6.16. From this double-check is concluded t hat
the main trends for the vapor fraction and velocity profiles observed by Lee are reasonably correct.
The simulation of relative velocity by the FDM model is questionable: the relative velocity directly
near the wal! must be low compared the that in the center of the channel, as observed by Lee and
Roy. This is explained by the fact that t he FDM model applies the maximum bubble diameter
directly near the wall; from t here it decreases towards the center because of condensation. If bubbles are kept smal! near the wall and if rnadelling of two-phase wall friction and coalescence are
taken into account, the relative velocity profiles would probably agree better with experimental
data. Secondly, by increasing the turbulent diffusion coefficient, the relative velocity in the center
wil! increase as wel!. As the model is t uned to match radial void fraction profiles, this option is
not further regarded.
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6.2.3

Conclusions

The test results and investigations against local radial measurements of Lee et al. fora subcaoled
boiling annular channel flow revealed both weaknesses and strengths of the FDM model:
Weaknesses:
• the mixture model approach, including the turbulence modeling, is a highly simplified representation of the two-phase flow sirree many details are not regarded.
• the numerical model does not adequately represent the complex mechanistic behaviors of
bubble coalescence and condensation (microscopie in nature) as observed through experiments. An accurate determination of the bubble diameter is crucial as the bubble size
influences the inter-phase heat and mass transfer.
• near-wall modeling is highly simplified due to coarse grid.
• no wal! friction model is attached to take into account the effects of bubble presence.
Strengths:
• solutions are fully converged; the accuracy of the calculation is guaranteed. Calculation time
is limited.
• the Dhir-boiling model is successfully implemented into the CFD multi-phase model.
• a reasanabie prediction of radial vapor fraction profiles as compared to experimental data
from Lee et al.
• the major trends of subcaoled flow boiling (e.g. subcooling, flow ra te and heat flux) agree
with experimental results.
It is concluded that for a subcaoled flow boiling case, the most important trends are simulated
correctly. The CFD model is thought to be efficient in predicting the macroscopie effect of flow
boiling phenomenon. Based on these conclusions we are confident that the CFD model gives good
trends for subcaoled flow boiling in helically shaped geometries as wel!. The results of swirling
flow boiling in a helix are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Rifled tube simulations
After the verification in chapter 6, the FDM boiling model is ready-to-use to simulate subcaoled
flow boiling in rifled tubes. In this chapter its single-phase and multi-phase flow simulation results
are compared to the results of a straight tube simulation. The dimensions and meshes of the
rifled tubes as wel! as the pipe geometry are presented in section 7.1. Before studying the swirl
effects on a boiling bubbly flow, the single-phase flow characteristics are investigated. Results
of single-phase flow simulations are described in section 7.2. Whereas full convergence are easily
obtained for single-phase flow simulations, the full multi-phase flow simulations were far more
problematical in achieving reasonably convergence. The modifications to solve the convergence
problems are described in section 7.3.2. The multi-phase flow results are summarized in section
7.3 and the most significant observations are discussed. It is important not to exceed the operating
range of the FDM boiling model; unfortunately its range of application is rather smal!. A first
initiative to increase its operating range is presented in section 7.3.4.

7.1

Geometry and mesh

To investigate the effect of swirl, three rifled tube geometries are modeled as wel! as one pipe
geometry:
1. Pipe geometry producing no swirl (uo,max

= 0 m/s)

2. Rifled tube A producing low swirl (uo,max = 0.1 m/s)
3. Rifled tube B producing low-to-intermediate swirl (uo,max = 0.21 m/s)
4. Rifled tube C producing intermediate swirl (uo,max

= 0.45

m/s)

The simulations all have rather low inlet veloeities (approximately 2 m/s). Higher inlet veloeities
are not simulated in this thesis because the original Dhir boiling model only has its verified operating range for bulk veloeities between 0 and 2 m/s.
The pipe flow simulation is the standard to which the outcomes of the rifled tubes are compared.
The geometries have an equal outer diameter of 50 mm. The inner geometries and hydraulic
diameters are different. The rifles pitch stands for the pipe length required to have a full rotation
of 360 degrees for a single rifle. The dimensions and grid information for the four geometries are
summarized in table 7.1.
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Parameter

Pipe

Helix A

Helix B

Helix C

Outer diameter D [mm]
Inner hydraulic diameter D h [mm]
Heated length L [m]
Pitch
Inlet surface area A;n [m 2 ]
Heated surface area Ah [m2 ]
Cells axial
Total number of cells

50.0
50.0
1

50.0
44.0
1
40D
1.88 x w- 3
0.170
50
82300

50.0
44.0
1
20D
1.88 x1o- 3
0.171
80
131680

50.0
44.0
1
lOD
1.88 x l0- 3
0.172
100
164600

1.96 x 1o- 3
0.157
50
44800

Table 7.1: Geometry information
The pipe geometry is created from a block structure to ensure a good quality structured mesh;
this reduces errors in the final solution and decreases calculation time. The pipes mesh is shown
in figure 7.1. An example of the geometry and mesh of a rifled tube is presented in figure 7.2.
This mesh is unstructured and created by the automated Pave-method [16]. Both meshes are
constructed of hexahedral elements. A wall boundary layer was applied t o ensure that each wanadjacent cell is correctly positioned at y+ :::::: 30 from t he wall.
The rifled tubes all have an equal geometry for the inlet and outlet passages. The pitch lengt h
is either 40D, 20D or 10D. The symmetrical geometry has four rounded rifles. A symmetrical
geometry produces a flow through the domain that is more stable than a asymmetrical geometry.
From the results described by David Costello [5], large disturbances occur when applying sharp
and angular rifles. Rounding the rifles is expected to have a positive effect on the flow field, the
pressure drop and temperature distribution, sirree vortices and wake effects are reduced.

7.2

Single-phase flow simulat ions

Before studying the effects of swirl on boiling bubbly flow , a check on the single-phaseflow fields
for rifled tubes is required. The single-phase flow simulations presented further on, are based on
the following assumptions:
• Simulations are time-independent
• Incompressible flow
• Material parameters are constant; no temperature dependency is applied
• Turbulence quantities for the pipe are solved by the standard k-E turbulence model
• Turbulence quantities for helixes are solved by the RNG k-E turbulence model which is
appropriate for swirl dominated turbulent flows
• No-slip condition at the wall boundary
• To minimize edge effects and to obtain the correct heat-transfer coefficients, only developed
velocity and temperature profiles are assigned to the inlet
Sirree the velocity profiles and t urbulence characteristics change when decreasing the rifles pitch,
the local heat-transfer rate is affected as well. Viewed apart, the optimization of a rifled tube
for single-phase flow and subcocled boiling flow conditions is not a final objective for this thesis.
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Figure 7.1: Pipe mesh

}-x
Figure 7.2: Helix geometry and mesh
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For a discussion on single-phase flow CFD simulations on rifled t ube geometries is referred to t he
workof David Costello [5] . For t he sake of completeness and better understanding, only t he most
crucial effects are presented here.

7.2.1

Single-phase results

To fully understand t he flow characterist ics and t he effects of swirling flow on t he heat-t ransferrate, t he base geometry A is modified by changing t he pitch of t he rifles. To do a correct comparison
between t he pipe and t he helix geomet ries A, B and C, equal rnass-flow rates are applied to the
inlet of approximately 3.7 kg/s (through developed velocity profiles). To find out which geometry
has t he highest heat-t ransfer coefficient , two comparisons are carried out having different thermal
wal! boundary conditions:
1. Constant wal! heat-fl ux BC , indicated by sim.(1.1) . Since the absolute outer diameter is
50 mm for each geometry, regardless t he inner geometry (as expected in reality) , t he total
amounts of energy t ransferred into the liquid over pipe length L, Q tot, must be equal. As
is seen in table 7.1, t he inlet surface area A in and hydraulic diameter D h are smaller due
to t he presence of rifles; t he inlets wal! perimeter rises. Decreasing t he pitch leads to an
increase of t he total heated surface are A h as wel!. Therefo re t he wal! heat-flux is adjusted
to take into account t he increased surface area for helixes A, B and C, still satisfying Qtot·
2. Constant wal! temperature BC , indicated by sim.(1.2).

Sim.

1.1

Parameter

Pipe

Helix A

Helix B

Helix C

BC Mass flow rate inlet [kg/ s]
Averaged axial velocity outlet [m/s]
Maximum swirl velocity [m/s]
Mass balance inlet - outlet [kg/s]
Convergence (all residu als)

3. 70
1.89
0
-1x 10 -1 5
1 x w- 9
400000
62. 5
4x 1o- 15
363.65
359.67
3.98
425.65
6452
323
400.00
362.37
359.94
2.43
39.06

3.70
1.97
0.10
-2 x w- 15
1x w- 9
367350
62.5
-3 x 10- 4
363.12
359.25
3.87
420.29
6426
283
400. 00
362.25
359 .60
2.65
42.31

3.71
1.97
0.21
1x l0 ·15
1x w- 9
366892
62.5
-6 x l0 - 3
363.09
359.21
3.88
423.28
6096
268
400.00
362 .24
359.65
2.59
41. 02

3.71
1.98
0.45
-7x l0 -1 "
1 x w- 9
365044
62 .5
-9 x 10- 3
362.94
359.05
3.89
425.70
5817
256
400.00
362.21
359.66
2.55
40.07

BC

qw [W/m~ ]

Q out-in

[kW]

L

Q in,out,wall
T out [KJ
BC Tin [KJ
Tout - Tin
Tw,out
hfc,out

1.2

[W]

[KJ

[KJ
[W / m 2 K]

Nu ( htcDh / >.l)
BC T w [KJ
T out

[KJ

BC Tin [K]
T out - 'Ïin
Q tot [kW]

[KJ

Table 7.2: Single-phase simulations d ata
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The heat-transfer-coefficients are calculated from the local wall temperature
weighted bulk temperature Tl ,bulk:
h Jc

Qw__---:= --:-___:_

Tw ,local

and the area-

(7 .1)

(Tw,local - Tl,bulk)

The results of the single-phaseflow simulations are summarized in table 7.2. The effects of changing
the pitch are analyzed by camparing the velocity profiles, vorticity distributions and heat-transfer
coefficients. Additional results of turbulent swirlin g flow, detailing the axial flow profiles, t he
turbulence characteristics and heat-transfer coefficients, are included in a ppendix E. Based on a
check on the convergence and mass conservation criteria, it is concluded that for single-phase flow,
the simulation performances are all correct.
Regarding the data from simulation 1.1 and the contour plots on the following pages, the next
observations are made:
• The averaged axial veloeities at the outiets are almost equal. Obviously, because of the
larger passage at t he inlet and outlet, the mean axial velocity for a pipe geometry is lower
compared to that of helix A,B or C.
• The reduction in wal! temperature between the pipe and helix A, is explained by the strong
decrease in the wali-heat flux , originating from the increased heating surface area.
• One of t he primary effects of the helix structure is to induce a swirl as the fluid flow develops
through the tube. The swirl velocity increases as the pitch decreases. The contours of
t angential velocity for helix A and helix C are presented by figures 7.3 and 7.4. Of the four
geometries, helix C has the highest tangential velocity. The swirl direction is counter-doek
wise.
• In helix C wakes are created in the vicinity of the rifle, which is presented in figures 7.5 and
7.9. In t hose wakes the total velocity (uax + Utang) is reduced and consequently the heattransfer rate drops, which is shown in figure 7.12. A temperature wake follows the velocity
wake, as is observed from figure 7.6. The wakes have a complex three-dimensional shape.
For further illustration is referred to axial profiles shown in t he appendix, being figures E.1 ,
E.2 a nd E.3. The contours of t he vorticity field for a t urbulent pipe flow are shown in figure
E.4. Obviously for a pipe flow the vorticity in t he center is zero a nd the vorticity peaks close
to the wal!. Finally, the contour plots of the turbulence characteristics are shown in figures
E.8, E.9 and E.10.
• From figure 7.7 is seen that t he wall boundary layer of the flow in helix A, is still reasonably
undisturbed by t he low swirl velocity, even in the direct vicinity of the rifle. A comparison
between t he vorticity fieldsof helix A and helix C (shown in figures 7.7 and 7.8) illustrates
that for both geometries high vorticity regions exist near the walls. For helix C t hough,
having high tangential velocities, large vortices are shed off at the rifles t ip. Vortices are
formed when t he boundary layer separates from the helix wall as the liquid is forced into
a different direction by the preserree of a rifle. As the pitch is decreased, t he vortices grow
in length, height and intensity. The axial vorticity contours are plotted in figure 7.9. The
vortices shown in this figure have a total length of approximately 1 pipe diameter, but this
is only because of the intersectional view. One should imagine this vortex to be present
throughout the ent ire dom ain, inseparably forming a continuous rotating vortex.
• Figure 7.10 shows the large varietyin wall temperature fora helix geometry. In the corners
of the rifle, t he wal! temperature even rises 70 K. Such high temperature differences are
a typical effect of single-phase flow heating. In reality, if the wall temperature reaches a
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temperature just above saturation temperature, vapor bubbles are nucleated and the wall
temperature rise is stopped. This is presented in the next section.
• The differences between the overall heat-transfer coefficients are rather small (see tabel
7.2). The overal heat-transfer coefficient of helix A almost equals that of a pipe geometry,
because the flow structure for helix A is rather undisturbed and large near-wall regions have
comparable veloeities and vorticities. Figure 7.11 indicates that there are only small regions
with a significant lower heat-transfer coefficient than the 6400 W jm 2 K of the pipe. The high
heat-transfer-rates at the rifles tip counterbalances the regions with low heat-transfer-rates.
Due to the decreased hydraulic diameterfora helix compared toa pipe, the Nusselt number
is reduced which means that the heat transfer rates is reduced.
• When compensated for the increased heating area, decreasing the helix pitch (increasing the
total rifie-area per length L) has a negative impact on the heat-transfer coefficient. The
decrease is explained by the large wakes created by high swirling flow; as the local total
veloeities are reduced the convective heat-transfer drops. The differences between the local
heat-transfer-coefficients of helix A and helix C are shown in figures 7.11 and 7.12.
• If a constant wall temperature is applied, the most efficient geometry turns out to be helix
A, since the highest amount of energy is transferred into the liquid. Reason for this is a
combination of the high heating surface area and the rather undisturbed flow as little wakes
are produced in helix A.

From the data in tabel 7.2 is observed that for this specific geometry and low inlet mass flux,
increasing the rifles pitch, and thus increasing swirl velocities, does not have a positive effect on
the overall heat-transfer coefficients for single-phase flow . Finally, the single-phase heat-transfercoefficients hJc are used as input parameters for the FDM boiling model which is presented in the
next section.
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Figure 7.3: Tangential velocity u 11 [m/ s] at outlet helix A
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Figure 7.4: Tangential velocity u 11 [m/ s] at outlet helix C
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Figure 7.5: Total velocity

Utot

[m/s] at outlet helix C
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Figure 7.6: Liquid temperature
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'TL [K ] at outlet helix C
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Figure 7.7: Vorticity [1/s] at outlet helix A
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Figure 7.8: Vorticity [1/ s] at outlet helix C
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Figure 7.9: Vorticity [1/ s] helix C
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Figure 7.10: Wal! t emperature Tw [K J for helix C
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Figure 7.11 : Single-phase heat transfer coefficient htc [W/m 2 K J for helix A
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Figure 7.12: Single-phase heat t ransfer coeffi.cient htc [W/m 2 K ] for helix C
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7.3

Multi-phase simulations

After analyzing the single-phase flow fields in the previous, in this section the effect of swirl in a
multi-phase flow configuration, using the integrated FDM boiling model, is investigated. Basically
the geometries are the same as presented in section 7.1. To reduce calculation time, t he heating
lengths are limited to 0.23 m. The frontal meshes are similar to t he meshes shown in figures 7.1
and 7.2. However the geometries are meshed with 20 cells in axial direction.

7 .3. 1

Operat ing range and modeling constauts

As was discussed in the first chapter, the comprehensive boiling process includes various flow
regimes, which are once again presented in figure 7.13. Because each regime has its specific characteristics and the CFD multi-phase model , as wel as the Dhir-boiling model have only limited
range of applicat ion, the FDM operating range must be clearly defined as wel!.
The FDM boiling model, based on the Mixture multi-phase model (for bubbly flow), is only
appropriate for the subcooled flow boiling regime. As the bulk subcooling temperature becomes
too low (less than 2 K), a transition occurs. When the liquid temperature rises significantly
above the saturation temperature, vapor nucleation is not only distinguished at nucleation sites
at the walls, but boiling starts in the core region as well sirree the liquid has enough energy to
overcome the nucleation criterium. This transition regime to the saturated flow boiling regime is
NOT within the operating range of the standard FDM model. Therefore a suftkient amount of
subcooling must be applied. Suggestions to increase the FDM operating range are presented in
sect ion 7.3.4.
Two different sets of simulations are carried out:
1. High inlet subcooling of 8 K (hsc), assigned asthermal boundary condition fortheinlet and
summarized in table 7.3.
2. Low inlet subcooling 4 K (!se), summarized in table 7.4.
The simulation sequence begins with the normalization procedure as described in section 4.5.1,
to ensure that the newly calculated bulk-veloeities and bulk-temperatures are in agreement to
the area-weighted values. For the FDM multi-phase flow simulations the modeling constauts are
summarized below:
• Saturation temperature: Tsat :::::: 378 K (Pin = 1.2 bar)
• Turbulent dispersion constant: Crv = 2 x 10- 3 (increased for sake of convergence)
• Bubble-induced turbulent viscosity coefficient: CJ-L ,v = 0.69
• Wall velocity coefficient: Cw = 5 x 10- 4
• Minimum bubble diameter:

d v,min =

• Swirl constant (apparent buoyancy):

0.2 mm

=1

Cab

• Wall distance CA-location: y = 2.5 mm
• Bulk-velocity correction terms:
• nb

au

= 0.95,

bu

= 0.09, Cu = 0

= 3 x 108 [1 / m 2 ] (increased for sake of convergence, explained in section 7.3.2)
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Figure 7.13: Flow regimes during flow boiling, Winterle [38]
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7.3. 2

Convergence

After preliminary tests with the FDM model for swirling flow, severe convergence problems appeared. Mesh refinement or mesh coarsening did not improve convergence. Secondly, as the
residuals reached a constant value, though still not converged sufficiently, the boiling model was
'frozen ' in order to find out if the boiling model itself was a major concern. By this method the
vapor production is constant so increasingj decreasing bulk veloeities or temperatures do notaffect
the near-wall energy-source terms. Freezing the boiling model did not improve the convergence .
. It was concluded that the boiling model itself was working properly.
Several modifications were made to the standard FDM model in order to achieve reasonable
convergence:
• The convective acceleration term, described by Eq. (3.21) was found to be the first major
contribution to convergence problems. This acceleration term affects bubble migration and
is implemented into the bubbles relative-velocity model through an apparent buoyancy force
as was presented in section 3.3. In the proximity of the rifles midpoint , high deviations in
centrifugal acceleration occur, as is shown in figure 7.14. The high accelerations are caused
by the deflections of the primary phase.
Convergence is improved significantly by replacing the complex acceleration term with a simplified centrifugal acceleration term u~jr, where ris the distance to the origin. Obviously, by
this simplification some information is lost. Because the radial veloeities are small compared
to the tangential veloeities (for Helix C Ur ,max = 0.025 m/ s which is approximately 5 % of
uo ,max) , the error made by the simplification is small. The difference between the original
acceleration termand the simplified centrifugal acceleration term for simulation 1.2/Helix C
is shown in figures 7.14 and 7.15. The global effect of swirl is still preserved. An illustration
of the radial veloeities is presented in figure E.7.
• The bubble diameter has astrong effect on the convergence. The simulations turned out to
have severe convergence problems when the maximum bubble diameter was approximately
2.5 mm (estimated from the Eddy-Break-Up model). Decreasing the maximum bubble diameter resulted in significant improvements in convergence. The bubble diameter is indirectly
reduced by increasing the value for the bubble number density to nb = 3 x 108 (see Eq.
(3.31)). At a vapor fraction of a v = 0.3, the bubble diameter has a typical value of db =
1.25 mm.
A further increase of nb did not improve convergence. Especially at high vapor fractions
(large mixture density differences) in combination with strong deflections (high swirl and
large vortices), the Mixture-model is not able to achieve better results. It is recommended
to investigate if the Euler-Euler multi-phase model [16], which solves the momenturn and
continuity equations for each phase separately, can handle this complex problem any better.
• Under relaxation techniques are used to reduce the residuals.
lt is seen from tables 7.3 and 7.4 that reasonable convergence is achieved for all simulations, except
for simulation 2.1/Helix C, which has poor convergence for the continuity equation. Checking the
mass balance and energy balance, confirms that the accuracy of the solution is suffi.cient. The mass
balance difference is always within 1% of the inlet mass flux. The total amount of energy applied
through the heated area must correspond to the increased internal energy of the fluid between
inlet and outlet. The difference is less than 3.5 % for all simulations. Although this difference is
acceptable, its origin must be further investigated.
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Figure 7.14: Original acceleration term [m/ s2 ] at out let helix C
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Figure 7.15: Simplifl.ed acceleration term [m/s 2 ] at outlet helix C
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Parameter

2.1

Inlet mass flow rate [kg/ s]
Heated surface area Ah [m 2 ]
Mass balance inlet - outlet [kg/s]
Convergence residual continuity
Convergence resid ual energy
BC Qw [W / m 2 ]
Ideal Q out-in [kW]
Sim. Qout -in [kW]
Energy difference !:::.Qrdeal - Sim [kW]
Tout

[KJ

BC

Tin

[KJ
[KJ
Tw ,out [KJ
2
h boiling ,out [W / m K]
Vapor fraction av
Max. vapor fraction outlet
Tout - Tin

av ,max

Pipe

Helix A

Helix B

Helix C

3.69
0.0361
1 x w- 3
7 x lo- 4
1 x lo -B
400000
14.45
15.15
-0.70
(-4.8%)
370.70
369 .71
0.99
394.44
16849
0.0122
0.10

3.70
0.0393
9x 10- 4
6xl0 5
2x10- 9
367350
14.45
14.87
-0.42
(-2.9%)
370.74
369.78
0.96
394.10
15726
0.0178
0.24

3.70
0.0394
1 x w- 3
1 x 10- 4
4x10 - 9
366892
14.45
14.89
-0.44
(-3.0%)
370.35
369.38
0.97
394.09
15455
0.0124
0.19

3.70
0.0396
1 x w- 3
3x w- 3
4x lo -B
365044
14.45
14.79
-0.34
(-2. 4%)
370.34
369.38
0.96
394.1 3
15344
0.0139
0.16

Table 7.3: High inlet subcooling

2.2

Tout

[KJ

BC

Tin

[KJ
[KJ
Tw ,out [KJ
2
hboiling,out [W / m K]
Vapor fraction av
Maximum vapor fraction
Tout - Tin

av ,max

Helix A

Helix B

3.69
0.0361
4x 10- 3
7 x 10- 4
1 x w-B
400000
14.45
14.92
-0.47
(-3.3%)
374.71
373.74
0.97
394.7
20010
0.058
0.23

3.69
0.0393
1 x w- 3
4x10- 4
2x10-B
367350
14.45
14.43
0.02
(0.1 %)
374.98
374. 04
0.94
394.4
18916
0.106
0.66

3.70
0.0394
2x 10- 3
8x 10- 4
2xl0- B
366892
14.45
14.60
-0.15
(-1.0%)
374.88
373.94
0.94
394.4
18796
0.072
0.40

Table 7.4: Low inlet subcooling
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8K

Pipe

Parameter
Inlet mass flow rate [kg/s]
Heated surface area Ah [m 2 ]
Mass balance inlet - outlet [kg/ s]
Convergence resid ual continuity Eq
Convergence residu al energy Eq
BC Qw [W / m 2 ]
Ideal Q out-in [kW J
Sim. Q out - in [kW]
Energy difference !:::.Qrdeal - Sim . [kW]

T sub ~

Tsub ~

4K

7.3.3

Multi-phase results

In addition to the results presented in tables 7.3 and 7.4, contour plots of the vapor fraction
distribut ions , temperatures and relative bubble veloeities wi l! be presentedon the following pages.
The contour plots for low subcooling simulations are included in appendix F. The major trends
and observations are summarized below:
• A tirst major observation are the low variations in wall temperatures. For subcooled flow
boiling conditions, the wal! temperature seems to be rather unaffected by the changed flow
structures (increased swirl and vortices) as well as by the decreased degree of subcooling.
Secondly, unlike for single-phase flow , at subcooled flow boiling, the wall temperature reaches
nearly a constant value for t he entire geometry, which is presented in tigure 7.16.
This trend is in agreement to the trends observed from t he experimental data shown in
tigure 1.1 and the schematic representation of tigure 7.13: for subcooled boiling, the wall
temperature of the straight pipe is nearly equal to that of a helix. A ra pid increase of wall
temperature only appears when there is a n insufReient amount of liquid left near the walls
to transfer t he walls energy into the flow , either by evaporation , or by convection/transient
conduction . As is seen from the tigure, this process starts later on at a completely different
flow regime, which cannot be simulated by the FDM boiling model.
The wal! temperature that is reached for subcooled boiling flow, is mainly affected by the
local saturation temperature in combination with the wall surface roughness which detine
the bubble nucleation rates.
• Compared to single-phase flow (see table 7.2) , t he heat-transfer coefficients for boiling flow
have increased signiticantly; the heat-transfer coefficient h for a pipe geometry shows an
increases of 260 % for high subcooling and 310 % for low subcooling respectively. This
is caused by t he strong increase of the transient conduction (quenching effect) and evaporation components which become dominant compared to the regular convection term as
was presented in section 6.1. Compared to single-phase flow , t he same amount of energy
can be transferred into t he core at much lower wall temperatures. The efficiency of energy
transportation is increased.
• The comparison of local vapor fraction distributions for simulations 2.1 are shown by tigures
7.17, 7.18 and 7.19. Keeping in mind that a pipe flow has the lowest pressure drop , it is
immediately noticed that for a subcooling temperature of 8 K, t o use a straight pipe is still
the best. The maximum near-wall vapor fractions for the pipe flow a re limited to av = 0.1.
Obviously this low vapor fraction does not cause large concerns.
When comparing the results of helix A to helix C, it is seen that t he near-wall vapor fraction
drops, as bubbles are pulled away from the wall towards the center of the tube by the
centrifugal acceleration term. Beca use t he regime is still within subcooled flow boiling, the
vapor bubbles condensate into the core. Increasing t he swirl velocity is proven to have a
positive effect on the vapor fraction distribution since it becomes more homogeneous. The
similar trend is observed from low subcooling simulations 2.2 as shown by tigures 7.22 and
7.23.
• Due to the centrifugal acceleration term the relative velocity is increased , particularly close
to t he walls . The relative veloeities for simulations 2.1 / helix A and 2.1 / helix C are plotted
in tigures 7.20 and 7.21.
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Figure 7.16: Wal! temperature [K] at outlet helix B (hsc)
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Figure 7.17: Vapor fraction at outlet pipe (hsc)
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Figure 7.18: Vapor fraction at outlet Helix A (hsc)
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Figure 7.19: Vapor fraction at outlet Helix C (hsc)
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Figure 7.20: Relative velocity [m/ s] at outlet helix A (hsc)
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Figure 7.21: Relative velocity [m/s] at outlet helix C (hsc)
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• Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show that vapor bubbles are accumulated in the wake regions, and as
such the void fraction reaches high values of over 50 %. The bubbles are trapped in between
the walls and the vortices that are shed off at the rifle. It is in t hose regions where the
bubble diameter reaches its maximum value , as is shown in figure 7.24.
• From figure 7.25, representing simulation 2.2/helix B, is observed that there are small areas
where the mixture temperature exceeds the saturation temperature of 378 K. The simulation
is close to the point of local saturated flow boiling. How to handle this limit in further
simulations is described in the next section.
• A strong effect of swirl on the boiling heat-transfer coefficient is not observed from the results of simulations 2.1 and 2.2. No obvious improvements are found when changing the
rifles pitch. Since the pipe lengths with a length of 0.23 meter are rather small, resulting in
only a slight rise in bulk temperature (approximately 1 K, equal for each geometry) minor
differences in boiling characteristics are expected as well. The Dhir boiling model namely
calculates the heat-flux components from bulk-temperatures and bulk velocities. Secondly,
the centrifugal acceleration term is still reasonably low (approximately 1 G), so the apparent
buoyancy force which decreases the bubble lift-off diameter, does not yet have a dominant
effect.

As no clear effects of swirling flow have been found, it is recommended to increase the swirl velocity
by further decreasing the rifles pitch to 5 D. Elongating the pipes length to several meters will
result in larger variations in bulk temperature between the various geometries. Obviously, one
must not exceed the FDM operating range limits. Simulation time will increase; due to the time
limit and limitations on the computational power, such simulations have not been clone yet .

7.3.4

Increasing the FDM operating range

There is a possibility to significantly enlarge the operating range of the standard FDM model.
One of the basicsof the FDM model is the use of the Mixture multi-phase model approach, which
was described in section 3.1. The Mixture model is only appropriate for the bubbly flow regime
where bubble sizes are reasonably small. As was shown in figure 7.13, the bubbly-flow regime
covers the initial part of the flow boiling process which is fully enclosing the subcooled flow boiling
regime in the first place, and secondly partly covering the saturated flow boiling regime. As is
mentioned before, the standard FDM model is fully operational in t he flow boiling regime. To
increase its operating range towards the saturated bubbly flow-boiling regime, the boiling model
must be extended with a second boiling model.
A simplified phase-change model, fully appropriate for saturated boiling, is already available. This
model is explained as follows: as the mixture temperature rises sufficiently above the saturation
temperature, the formation of vapor bubbles will be initiated. Obviously this is only possible as
there is stillliquid present in the computational cell. The additional energy souree term (actually
a sink term) , SE ,ev , can be modeled as follows:

where CE is a modeling const ant. The origin of this modeling constant is further discussed in the
Fluent manual [16]. Obviously, by dividing the souree term with the latent heat term Hlv, one
automatically obtains the mass souree term for the liquid phase. Such a simplified model could
be coupled to the standard FDM boiling model to increase the operating range towards saturated
flow boiling. This approach is not yet implemented.
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Figure 7.22: Vapor fraction at out let Helix A (lsc)
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Figure 7.23: Vapor fraction at outlet Helix B (lsc)
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Figure 7.24: Bubble diameter [m] at outlet helix B (lsc)
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As the area averaged vapor fraction is further increased, a transition of the flow regime takes place
from bubbly flow into plug flow. The plug flow regime cannot be simulated by the Mixture model
approach as bubble sizes become too large; a complete new CFD model must be developed to
simulate regimes that occur further downstream.

7.3.5

Conclusions

From the results summarized above, it is concluded that the FDM boiling model produces acceptable results within its operating range, namely for subcaoled flow boiling. Simulations of subcaoled
flow boiling within rifled tubes show that swirling flow has a positive effect on the radial bubble
migration. Unfortunately, subcaoled flow boiling represents only a very smal! part of the complete
boiling process. It is recommended to simulate boiling flow in geometries with an increased length
to obtain more obvious results. Important advantages of the developed model are its efficiency
(resulting in low calculation time), its simplicity (easy to use) and its ability to be operational for
various kinds of geometries. The FDM boiling model is a correct model to predict trends and to
optimize the rifled tube geometry with respect to subcaoled flow boiling conditions. The FDM
model may later be extended to saturated bubbly-flow boiling conditions. If one is particularly
interested in flow regimes such as plug flows, one has to switch over to a different multi-phase
modeling approach such as the Euler-Euler multi-phase model or the VOF multi-phase model

[16].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations
8.1

Conclusions

For the simulation of sub-critica! subcaoled flow boiling in a rifled tube geometry, a numerical
program is developed, which is basedon the commercial CFD package Fluent 6.1. The outline of
the extensive design of the so-called FDM (Fluent-Dhir-Mierlo) boiling model is as follows:
• Near-wall boiling phenomena are modelled by a subcaoled flow-boiling model developed by
Dhir and coworkers [2], which is based on various empirica! correlations. lts standard bubble
departure and lift-off correlations are modified in order to take into account the effects of
swirling flow. Aftera validation of the stand-alone boiling model, it is considered as a reliable
black-box model.
• By means of the CFD package, a two-phase flow model is developed, which is based on a standard Eulerian description for both phases through the so-called Mixture multi-phase model.
The extended RNG k-E model is employed to model turbulent swirling flow. Additional
aspectsof bubble motion in turbulent flows such as turbulent dispersion and lateral bubble
migration caused by the centripetal acceleration, are modelled through a relative velocity
method. A pragmatic approach is used to model any remairring radial bubble migration in
the near-wall region.
• The Dhir-boiling model as mentioned above, is fully integrated in the newly developed multiphase flow model, to take the local effects of increasing vapor fractions into account.
• The unified FDM model is adjusted to allow its application for helical shaped geometries.
By introducing a normalization procedure, the bulk veloeities and temperatures (essential
parameters for the boiling model) can be determined from local values.
The unified model is tested and compared to experimental results found in the literature. The
comparison against local radial measurements of Lee et al. [21] for subcaoled flow boiling in an
annular channel, reveals both strengths and weaknesses of the FDM model. The major trends of
subcaoled flow boiling (e.g. the effects of liquid subcooling, flow rate and wall heat-flux) agree
with experimental results.
The mixture model approach is a simplified representation of the two-phase flow sirree many details are not regarcled and the FDM model does not adequately represent the complex mechanistic
behaviors of bubble coalescence and condensation (microscopie in nature) as observed through
experiments. An accurate determination of the bubble diameter is crucial as the bubble size
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influences the inter-phaseheat and mass transfer. In spite of the absence of modeHing bubble coalescence, good results are achieved in predicting the radial vapor fraction distributions. The FDM
model is thought to be effi.cient in predicting the macroscopie effect of flow boiling phenomenon.
It is concluded that for a subcaoled flow boiling case, the most important trends are simulated
correctly.
The CFD model gives good trends for subcaoled flow boiling in helically shaped geometries as
well. It is concluded that the FDM boiling model produces acceptable results within its operating
range, being subcaoled flow boiling. Besides the typical boiling effects such as reaching constant
wall temperatures and increasing the heat-transfer coefficients, simulations of subcaoled flow boiling within rifled tubes show that swirling flow has a positive effect on the radial bubble migration;
the near-wall vapor fractions are reduced. Unfortunately, subcaoled flow boiling represents only a
very small part of the complete boiling process.
Important advantages of the developed model are its low calculation time, its simplicity and its
ability to be operational for different kind of geometries. The FDM boiling model is a correct
model to predict trends and to optimize the rifled tube geometry with respect to subcaoled flow
boiling conditions.

8.2

Recommendations

• Validate the effect of swirling flow on the bubble detachment diameter through measurements
• Develop a bubble coalescence and break-up model to imprave the approximation of the local
bubble size and bubble number density
• Implement a wall friction model which takes the effects of bubble presence into account
• Increase the operating range of the FDM boiling model to saturated bubbly-flow boiling
conditions by an additional saturated boiling model. Replace the Mixture multi-phase model
by the Eulerian multi-phase model in order to handle the increased bubble sizes correctly
• Run further simulations on sub-caoled flow boiling in pipe and rifled tube geometries and
increase the lengths to obtain more obvious results
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Appendix A

Turbulence modeling
A.l

Mixture turbulence model

Sirree fiuctuations can be of small scale, they are computationally expensive to simulate directly.
Instead, the instantaneous (exact) governing equations are time-averaged, removing the small
scales, resulting in a modified set of equations that are computationally less expensive to solve.
However, the modified equations contain additional unknown variables, and to achieve closure,
turbulence models are needed to determine these variables in termsof known quantities (closure
implies that there are a sufReient number of equations for all the unknowns). A method to
transfarm the Navier-Stokes equations in such a way that the small-scale turbulent fiuctuations
do not have to be directly simulated is the Reynolds averaging method.
Reynolds averaging

In Reynolds averaging for single-phase fiows, the salution variables in the (exact) Navier-Stokes
equations are decomposed into mean and fiuctuating components. For the velocity components
applies:

(A.l)
where 11m and u:" are the mean and fluctuating velocity components. Likewise, this formulation is
used for pressure and energy quantities. Substituting such expressions for flow variables into the
instantaneous continuity and momenturn equations and taking a time average (and dropping the
overbar on the mean velocity), yields the averaged momenturn equations. They can be written in
form as:

:t

(p) +'V· (pû) = 0

(A.2)

. Equations A.2 and A.3 are called Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. They have the
samegeneral form as the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations, with the veloeities and other solution variables now representing averaged values. An additional term now appears that represent
the effects of turbulence. The Reynolds stress -pû' û' must be modeled in order to close Eq. (A.3).
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In case of a mixture-model, the density and velocity components have to be replaced by the
mixture density and velocity respectively, and two extra terms will appear in Eq. (A.3). The
extra terms represent the drift-velocity component (also in Eq. (3.13)) with its accompanying
drift-velocity fluctuation terms. The latter term can be explained as representing a turbophoresis
effect (transporting bubbles towards the wall, caused by inhomogeneity of turbulence velocity
fluctuations). This term will not be further discussed in this report sirree this term is relatively
small compared to both the mean flow fluctuation terms and other body forces; moreover, Fluent's
standard mixture model does not support/solve it.
Boussinesq approach

The Reynolds-averaged approach requires that the Reynolds stresses in Eq. (A.3) are appropriately
modeled. A common method employs the Boussinesq hypothesis to relate the Reynolds stresses
to the mean velocity gradients:
(A.4)

The advantage of this approach is the relatively low computational cost associated with the computation of the turbulent viscosity, f.Lt· Two additional transport equations for the turbulence
kinetic energy, k, and either the turbulence dissipation rate, E are solved, and f.Lt is computed as a
function of k and E. The standard k-E model is a semi-empirica! model based on model transport
equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate E:

(A.5)
and

(A.6)
where Pm and Ûm represent the mixture density and velocity again. The production of turbulence
kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients, Gk,m is computed from:

(A.7)
Like the fluids density, the viscosity should be corrected in order to account for the effects of the
volume fraction (Ishii and Mishima [17]). In turbulent multi-phase flows, the turbulent viscosity
(normally) dominates over the viscous one. The turbulent viscosity, f.Lt,m, is then computed from:
(A.8)

where CJJ- is a constant. The coefficients CEl and Cä regulate the production and dissipation in
the E equation and the magnitude of eddy viscosity, respectively. The empirica! constants C1<>
c2El GIJ-, O'k and (]'€ have the following default values in Fluent:
O'k
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= 1.0,

(]'€

= 1.3

(A.9)

A.2

Standard Wall function

The non-dimensional normal distance from the wall, y+ (local Reynolds number), and the nondimensional velocity, u+, can be used to correlate the profiles in the near-wall region of turbulent
flows:

é=.2!:_
u*

u*=

ft;

y. u*

y+=--

(A.lO)

Vq

where u* is the friction velocity and v1 is the kinematic viscosity. Now the wall function treatment
for fully developed turbulent flow in the vicinity of asolid wall, assuming that it has a two-layer
structure (linear viscous sublayer followed by the log layer), can be as follows:
for y+ :::; 11.63
for y+ > 11.63
where e and Ç are constants. The following can be written:

(A.ll)
This formula relates the wall shear stress to the turbulent kinetic energy. Using the flow equilibrium
assumption, one can define the non-dimensional normal distance y, referred to as equilibrium
definition, as follows:

(A.l2)
The skin friction coefficient Cmu can be estimated from empirical correlations. For a duet flow
it holds: Cm u ::::; 0.08Re :z;0 · 24 . Now y represents the normal distance of the first grid point away
from the wall.
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Appendix B

Dhir model details
Sirree the details of the conelations are reported elsewhere (see [1]) only a brief discussion is given
in following section.

B.l

Saturation temperature

The correlation for the saturation temperature Tsat for pressures between 2 and 10 bars is as
follows:
Tsat

= C5

X

pf

+ C4 X Pt + C3

X

Xpf

+ C2 X PT + Clpz +CO

where Tsat is in Kelvin, and pz is in bars. The coefficients C5 = 1.08 x
C3 = 0.13, C2 = -1.99, Cl= 20.37 and CO= 359.60.

B.2

w- 4 , C4 =

(B.l)
-4.80 x 10- 3 ,

Onset of nucleate boiling

Hsu developed the boiling inception criteria. According to this criteria, for an embryo to evolve
into a bubble, the minimum temperature surrounding the bubble (the temperature at the tip of the
bubble) should beat least equal to the saturation temperature conesponding to the pressure inside
the bubble. The pressure inde is higher than the surrounding liquid, and the pressure difference
can be expressed in termsof the Young-Laplace equation for a spherical bubble, namely:

(B.2)
The conesponding saturation temperature inside the bubble can be approximately found from the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation as,

T

_ T

_ 4uT8 at
dvPvHlv

sat-

(B.3)

In determining the wall superheat at the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB), it is proposed that the
probability of finding an unfiooded cavity of the size conesponding to the minimum wall superheat
calculated from Hsu's criterion diminishes as the wettability of the surface increases: However,
sirree the size of the available cavity is proportional to that obtained from the minimum superheat
criterion, the available cavity size can be expressed as:
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(B.4)
where the reduction factor Fred (which depends on the static contact angle (ifJ) is given as:

(B.5)
while D~ is obtained by invoking the minimum superheat criterion:

(B.6)
The reduction factor is obtained empirically by correlating the data available in the literature (see

[1 ]).
Under the assumption that the nucleating cavity is much smaller than the thermal boundary layer
thickness (b), the wall temperature at inception conesponding to De is obtained by using the
following set of equations:

4u
Pv-Pz = De

(B.7)
(B.8)

When the calculated wall superheat is not too high,
as:

f}.Tw,ONB

in termsof De can be approximated

4uT8 at
f}.Tw ONB = Tw ONB- Tsat =-c-D:---,

'

ePvHzv

(B.9)

Prior to ONB, single-phase flow prevails on the heater surface, an expression for wall heat flux
in termsof the single-phaseheat transfer coefficient (which may or may not depend on the axial
location) can be written as:
(B.10)

B.3

Onset of significant voids

The onset of significant void is defined as the axial location where the bubbles begin to lift off
from the heater surface. Based on the experimental data obtained in Basu et al. [1], the local
liquid subooling at which OSV is observed could be correlated by the expression:
f}.Tsub,OSV

= Cosv hqw

(B.ll)

fe

where the factor Cosv is a function of the ratio of the bubble departure diameter to the thermal
boundary layer thickness (bth = r;,z/hte)· It must be noted that the hte value used is the value
without any enhancement due to the preserree of the bubble. The factor Cosv represents the fact
that fora thicker boundary layer, a bubble could sustain a higher liquid subcooling while growing
and detaching itself from the surface and vice versa, and is given by the following empirica! relation:
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Cosv

= 0. 7exp ( -0.065 ~:)

(B.l2)

The predicted values compare quite well with most ofthe experimental values (within 30 percent)
as found by Basu.

B.4

Growth time and waiting time

Basu and Dhir [2] developed a correlation for the bubble growth te and waiting time tw basedon
limited experimental data. The bubble growth time can be obtained from the next correlation:

J

d2
d

etz asupte

= 45exp(-0.017Jasub)

(B.l3)

where the dimensionless parameter (d~/(a.zJasupte) ) was chosen basedon the analysis that the
heat input to the bubble over its growth time (te), from the superheated liquid layer contributes
to evaporation and the growth of the bubble to dd. The correlation for the bubble waiting time is
given by the following expression:

tw
tw +te

--- =
where tw and te are in seconds and

exp(O.Ol.ó.Tsub)exp(-0.075~Tw)

~Tw

and

~Tsub

(B.14)

in degrees Celcius.

From fig. B.l is seen that an increase in ~Tsub as wellas a decreasein ~Tw reduces the growth rate
of the bubbles, thereby increasing the time taken for the bubbles to grow to size dd. Condensation
(by a high subcooling) affects bubble growth only slightly. Increasing the bulk flow velocity reduces te significantly because by the increased hydrodynamic forces the bubble is released sooner.
It should be noted that the effect of Ubulk on te comes in implicitly through its effect on dd.
Figure B.2 shows that tw decreases with an increase in ~Tw; the boundary layer is soon reestablished when the wall superheat is high. Although the curves do not fit on top of each other,
the effects of increased subcooling and flow velocity are smaller, especially for high wall superheats.
The differences are mainly caused by the location OSV moving to the right.
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Figure B.2: Bubble waiting time
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B.5

Heat-flux component equations

The heat flux components differ for sliding or non-sliding cases. If a bubbles departure diameter
is reached before it merges , it will start sliding. This is described in section B.5.1. Bubble merge
without sliding is presented in section B.5.2. Further it is assumed that the bubble sites are
distributed in a square grid and the bubbles slide only in the direction of t he flow . A square grid
distribution of active nucleating sites is assumed, thus the spacing (s) is considered to be equal to

1/..[N;.

B.5.1

Bubble merging with sliding

Sliding typically occurs when dd and d1 are less than the spacing, s. Let lo represent the distance
that a bubble slides while growing from dd to d1, when no other sites are present or t he sites are
widely spaced. If s > lo , a bubble while sliding will not encounter bubbles nucleating at other
sites. On the other hand fors < l 0 , a sliding bubble willencounter bubbles from other sites along
its sliding path and merge with them. Smaller number of bubbles willlift off per unit area from
the heater surface into the bulk than the actual number of active nucleation sites.
Also, a bubble, while sliding and encountering other sites, gains vapor volume from these sites.
Thus such a sliding bubble grows faster and herree will gain the lift off diameter faster. In such
sit uations, the actual sliding distance (l ) will be shorter t han l 0 . The bubble departs from its site
of origin (primary site) and slides for a sliding distance of l and merges with t he other (shown in
Fig. (4.3)) sites (the secondary sites) encountered in its sliding path, and grows while sliding t ill
it attains the lift off diameter, d1• The ratio of the actual number of bubbles lifting off per unit
area of t he heater surface to the active nucleation sites per unit area is called the reduction factor
(Rt) and is given by,

R _ 2._ __
1_
1 - l js- l..[N;

(B.15)

As shown in figure (4.3), waiting time (tw) is the t ime period between bubble departure and the
next bubble incept ion at a given site. Also, the growth t ime (te) is t he time required for bubble
growt h from inception to the maximum size at its site of origin (e.g., dd size). Though the bubble
continues to grow while sliding, it is to be noted that t he time of growth at the site of origin
along with the waiting time represents the periodicity. This time period (tw +te) will be used
for averaging all the heat transfer components.
Frequency of bubble release (!) is given by 1/(tw +te) . Sirree a continuous train of bubbles
are sliding and lifting off, f represents both the departure rate as well as the lift off rate of the
bubbles from the heater surface. For finding l , it is assumed that when a sliding bubble encounters
a secondary site on its sliding path, it gains a volume conesponding to dd , or in other words the
t ime lag in the growth of t he bubble in subsequent sites is assumed to be the time period required
forslidinga distance (s) equal to t he spacing between adjacent sites. Hence, bubbles at secondary
sites will grow to dd before being hit by a bubble sliding from an upstream site. If dsl is the size
a bubble grows t o while sliding a distance s, t hen the total size of a bubble after gaining volume
from interactions wit h a secondary site is given by:
(B. 16)

t he value of dtot is equal to or greater than the d~, t he bubble willlift off otherwise the bubble will
slide further and merge with addit ional sites till it reaches the size d1. Thus, from t his one can
determine the actual sliding distance when there are mergers occurring along the sliding path.
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Transient conduction occurs in regions swept by sliding bubbles, and the time period for which it
will occur is governed by the magnitude of t'. The time period, t', over which transient conduction
is dominant over convection is found from equating the two rates and is expressed as:
t'-

(~)2-1
hJc

1raz

(B.17)

a 1 is the liquids thermal diffusivity. Thus, for time less than t transient conduction will dominate
and for time greater than t forced convection will dominate.
The transient conduction component is defined as:

-Qtc =
Ah

1
tw +te

11
0

r;,z

~(!:l.Tw

y7razt

+ !:l.Tsub)AszRjNadt

(B.18)

where t = t' when t' < (tw +te) and t = (tw +te). Sliding area (Asz) is the area swept by sliding
bubble and is given as Asz = Cdavl, where C represents the ratio of the bubble base diameter to
the bubble diameter, dav, which represents the average diameter of the sliding bubble, and the
product RJNa represents the number of bubbles sliding per unit area.
Forced convection will prevail for all times in the areas of the heater surface, which are not
influenced by bubble sliding. The fraction of heater area devoid of bubble sliding is given by
(1 - A 8 zRJNa). The heater area influenced by sliding will have transient conduction followed by
forced convection, if t' < (tw +te). As such, forced convection component can be expressed as,

(B.19)

The evaporative component is given by the energy carried away by the bubble lifting off from
the heater surface and is the energy of vaporization required to produce a bubble of size dz.
Evaporative heat flux is the product of this energy, bubble release rate (!) and the number of
bubbles released per unit area of the heater surface (R 1Na) and is expressed as:

QAev = PvHlv!!_df RjNaf
6

h

(B.20)

Energy going to the liquid from the wall is given by the total wall heat flux minus the evaporative
component.

B.5.2

Bubble merging without sliding

Typically at very high superheats, with the increase in Na (e.g., decreasein s) and increase in dd
and dz, bubbles tend tomerge with each other in all direction, while growing at their site of origin.
This is shown in figure 4.3. Here the maximum size the bubble grows to is the spacing length (s),
and thereafter they merge together to forma bubble of size D 1 which then lifts off from the heater
surface. In this case, the growth time (te) corresponds to the time required to grow to size s.
The number of sites merging together to give one lift off bubble is given by volume considerations.
The reduction factor can hence be expressed as:
(B.21)
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As shown in fig. 4.2, the entire heater surface undergoes transient conduction after the bubbles
merge and lift off. There can be several possibilities as to the area and time period for which
transient conduction and forced convection occur on the heater surface depending on the relative
values of tw, te, and t'. These possibilities are discussed below.
• t'

=< tw

When t' =< tw, transient conduction will occur on the entire heater surface for timet' and
is given by,
(B.22)
Following transient conduction, forced convection will occur on the entire heater surface area
till tw and then in regions not occupied by bubbles during te and can be expressed as:

Qfc

-A
h

=

-

(

hjc f:lTw

- (f:lTw + f:lTsub )[ 1- AslNa ]- te + f:lTsub ) tw- t' + hjc
te + tw
te + tw

(B.23)

where Av is the base area of the bubble (which grows to the spacing size) and can be written
as Av = 1r(Cs) 2 /4.

• t' > tw
When t' > tw transient conduction will occur over the entire heater surface for time tw
and will continue during the growth period in regions not occupied by bubbles on the heater
surface till t' or (tw +te), whichever is smaller. Transient conduction in this case can be
expressed as:

where t

= tw +te , if t' > tw +te, else t = t'.

Forced convection will occur after transient conduction only if t' < tw +te. For the case
of t' > tw +te, forced convection will be zero (e.g., transient conduction will prevail at all
time). If tw < t' < (tw +te), forced convection can be expressed as:
(B.25)
If t'

>= (tw +te), ~ = 0.

Also, in this case the evaporative component is given by:
Qev
Ah

= Pv

H

7r

lv6S

3N J
a

The total wall heat flux can then be partitioned by summing al components.
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(B.26)

B.5.3

Sliding distance

Information is obtained from experimental study of single bubble in flow boiling as dorre by Maity's.
An estimate of the sliding distance (Zo) for a single bubble is obtained as:
(B.27)
where Uv is the bubble velocity, tsl is the sliding time and Cv is an acceleration coefficient which
can again be correlated in terms of bulk velocity as:
Cv=

(B.28)

3.2u+ 1

where u is the imposed liquid velocity. Eq. (B.27) refiects the increase in bubble velocity with
time after it begins to slide away from a nucleation site. Depending on the length Zo and s, one
can determine whether or not a bubble willinteract withother sites while sliding. The number of
mergers that will occur before lift off will then govern the sliding distance. For the estimation of
the growth of the bubble, while sliding for a distance s, from an initia! size dinit at the beginning
of sliding to a final size dsl at the end of a sliding distance, again Maity's data for a bubble sliding
on a vertical surface has been used. The resulting correlation is given as:
1

(d;l - d;nit)
tslallasup

15(0.015 + 0.0023Re~~5 )(0.04

+ 0.023Ja~:b)

(B.29)

where Redv is the Reynolds number based on the bubble diameter. Eq. (B.29) computes the
growth of the sliding bubble in between nucleation sites, whereas the additional volume gain of
the bubble due to merger at a site is given by Eq. (B.16). If the bubble departs from its site of
origin and begins sliding, then dinit = dd. On the other hand, if the bubble has already merged
with bubbles at secondary sites then dinit = dtot (as given by Eq. (B.16)).
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Appendix C

Dhir model procedure
C.l

Input and output parameters

The following input-parameters for the standard Dhir model code are required:
• Single-phase heat-transfer coefficient

hsp

for fully developed turbulent flow.

• Wall temperature Tw .
• Bulk temperature nulk and bulk velocity Ubulk·
• Operating pressure p and gravitational acceleration §.
• Material parameters, e.g. Pl and Pv, Jl-l, Cpl and i'q. Since temperature effects on the material
parameters are a second order effect, the parameters are assumed to be unrelated to flow
temperature.
• Phase change parameters, e.g. the enthalpy coefficient of vaporization
tension coefficient CY.

Hlv

and the surface

The Dhir-model generates output-parameters such as:
• Bubble departure- and lift-off diameters dd and dt
• Heat flux components for evaporation qev' transient-conduction qtc, enhanced forced convection qenhfc, forced convection qfc and the total heat flux qtot

C.2

Dhir model outline

Finally the Dhir-model procedure (or outline) as it was implemented in the Matlab code can be
summarized:
1. Determine the saturation temperature Tsat (based on the operating pressure) by the Antoine
equation (see section 4.4.2).

2. Calculate the wall superheat dTw

=

(Tw-Tsat) and the liquid subcooling dTsub

=

(Tsat-Tz).

3. Determine the location of ONB (see Appendix B.2). When the required wall superheat for
the ONB-point exceeds the standard wall superheat dTw(Tw- Tsat), one is still upstream of
the ONB point and single-phase forced convection heat transfer prevails. Downstream the
ONB-point, the complex models for subcaoled boiling have to be used.
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4. Nucleation site density (as described insection 4.4.1).
5. Bubble departure diameter and lift-off diameter (as described in section 4.4.4).
6. Determine the location of OSV (see Appendix B.3). Upstream, bubbles wil! remain attached
to the walls and enhanced forced convection prevails. Downstream OSV bubbles wil! start
to lift off.
7. Calculate the bubble release frequency, basedon sliding and/ or merging. The effect of sliding
and merging is implemented through the reduction factor R1. These steps are explained in
appendix B.5).
8. Finally, determine all heat flux components. The equations can be found in Appendix B.5.
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Appendix D

lmplementation and flowchart
D.l

CA location

Normally, it is sufReient todetermine the normal wall vector n to define the CA-location. Though
in corners this approach can result in a C A-location that is still nearby an other wall-adjacent-cell,
as is indicated in figure D.l. The circles represent the specified wall distance. Started from waliface 1 (Fl), the CA-location becomes Cl, which is still close to the wal!. Then the normal-vector
to the nearest wall-face is determined (in this example: face 2 (F2)) and a correction is made based
on vector-operators. Finally CA becomes located at point C2 which clearly meets the specified
wall-distance condition.

Walll

Figure D.l: CA (=C2) location
A cell is only assigned if its cell center is located within a certain radius to the CA-location. This
radius is specified in the UDF header. Increasing the radius wil! increase the number of cells
that are used for the determination of the local values; as more than two cells are activated, an
averaging procedure is used.
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D.2

Operation proeed ures

All models that are discussed before, will be neatly surveyed now. The complete multi-phase CFD
procedures will be explained and the mutual connections are discussed underneath. The UDF
main file (see separate copy of Appendix UDF) holds 11 User Defined Functions that somehow
have to be connected to the Fluent CFD package. Figure D.2 graphically explains the implementation procedures and routing. It also indicates the input and output parameters for each UDF.
Placed in the upper box are only the UDFs that have to be executed before the iteration process
starts; UDFs that are active during the CFD calculation are placed in the lower box.
The following UDFs have been programmed: 1. Save htc, 2. Load data into memory, 3. Determine CA and the cells that are used for the averaging procedures, 4. Calculation of local
variables, 5. Energy souree term (Dhir model), 6. Liquid souree term, 7. Vapor souree term,
8. Wal! temperature boundary condition, 9. Custom slip velocity, 10. Bubble diameter and 11.
Turbulent viscosity.
Starting a multi-phase calculation is rather complex when all models have to be activated. The
standard procedure is:
1. The fist step is the determination of the single-phase heat transfer coefficient h fc from the
area-averaged single-phase temperature. This step must always start from a fully developed turbulent flow simulation. Also the inlet temperature profile must he developed , otherwise one wil! obtain non-realistic heat transfer coefficients. A developed velocity /turbulence/temperature profile can be loaded from a data-file. The combination of the
cell-reference-number and htc is written toa data-file. This is executed in UDF-1.
2. Switch to multi-phase flow modeling (enabling Mixture model). Set the appropriate material
parameters and load the UDF main file, whereafter for example the new boundary conditions
(UDF 8. for Tw) can be chosen.
3. Conneet the mass and energy sourees (UDFs 5 - 7) , the slip velocity (UDF 9), the bubble
diameter (UDF 10) and turbulent viscosity (UDF 11)). Allocate sufficient User Defined
Scalars (to be used todetermine the velocity and temperature gradients (e.g. 6) . Allocate
also sufficient memory banks (e.g. 60).
4. Initialize the flow field from the inlet boundary conditions. All memory banks will be activated.
5. Execute UDF-program 2. htc thereby becomes related toeach wali-adjacent cell.
6. Initialize the geometry with respect to the local components that will be used to calculate
a bulk-velocityjtemperature. This can be clone by (only once) executing UDF-program 3.
It is determined which cells wil! be activated during the simulation to calculate the local
components. Those cel! numbers are related to the reference cells.
7. Set the under-relaxation factors to a save level.
8. Hook UDF-program 4 to Fluent by the Function hook option. This UDF wil! be executed
each iteration step.
9. Start the iteration process.
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Single Phase turbulent flow (I)
Storing h_fe (UDF) (II)

Initialization averaging (UDF) (Til)

Input
- Fully developed flow I temperature
- Contant wall temperature
Output
- Cell nrs near wall (reference nr)
- h_fc, coupled to cell ref. nr

Input
- Wall eell nrs
Output
Active cells for averaging
- Total cell volume
- Wall veetors

-

------------------ ---------- ----------- ---- --- -- ----------------------- --- -------------------- ------------Multi-phase turbulent flow simulation (IV), running
Fluent m odeling parameters

Loeal values (UDF)
Input
Averaging parameters from ill
Flow and temperature fields
Output
Reynolds number
Local u, v , w, T and dT
Fluent wall-heat-flux, Qfluent

Input
1. Material properties
2. Phase parameters

-

- DbUDF}
- Drag function
- Slip model (UDF)
3. Boundary conditions
- Fully developed velocityI
temperature profiles at inlet
- Tw(UDF)
- Energy souree (UDF)
- Mass souree for liquid and
vapor phases (UDF)
4. Turbulence conditions
- K-epsilon model
Eff. Turbulent viscosity (UDF)

Bubble Diameter (UDF)

r-

Slip velocity (UDF)

~

Turbulent viscosity (UDF)

I+-

Energy Souree {UDF, Dhir model)

-

Input

5. Adjust functions

-

Output

Output

-

Velocities and temperatures
- Void fraction distribution

-

Wall temperafure
(UDF)

t

Mass sourees for
phases q and p
(UDF)

-

t

Wal! cell numbers
Single phase hfc
Local u, v, w, T, and dT
Reynolds number
Fluent wall-heat-flux, QFluent
Db for condensation
Tw from Dhir model
Energy souree term for near
wall cells:
(Qsource = Qw - Qfluent - Qev)
Energy souree term for
remaining cells:
(QSource = Qcond)
Mass souree terrns for phase
change
Dhir-model variables, i.e.
Qfc Qtc, f, Rf, Tsat, Dd, Dl

Figure D.2: Flowchart User Defined Functions
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Appendix E

Single-phase flow results
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Figure E. l: Axial velocity
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Figure E.4: Vort icity [1/ s] at out let pipe
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Figure E.5: Tangent ial velocity ue [m/s] at out let helix B
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Figure E.9: Turbulent kinetic energy k [m 2 I s 2 ] at out let helix B
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Figure E.10: Turbulent kinetic energy k [m 2 / s 2 ] at outlet helix C
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Figure E.11: Single-phase heat transfer coefficient htc [W/m 2 K] for helix B
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Figure E.12: Wall temperature Tw [K] for helix A
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Figure E.13: Wall temperature Tw [K] for helix B
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Appendix F

Multi-phase flow results
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Figure F .l : Vapor fraction at outlet pipe (!se)
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Figure F.2: Relative velocity [m/s] at outlet pipe (lsc)
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Figure F.3: Relative velocity [m/s] at out let helix A (lsc)
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Figure F.4: Relative velocity [m/ s] at outlet helix B (lsc)
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